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Abstract This review is devoted to discussing recent progress on the structure, thermodynamic, reactivity,
and dynamics of water and aqueous systems confined within different types of nanopores, synthetic and
biological. Currently, this is a branch of water science that has attracted enormous attention of researchers
from different fields interested to extend the understanding of the anomalous properties of bulk water
to the nanoscopic domain. From a fundamental perspective, the interactions of water and solutes with a
confining surface dramatically modify the liquid’s structure and, consequently, both its thermodynami-
cal and dynamical behaviors, breaking the validity of the classical thermodynamic and phenomenological
description of the transport properties of aqueous systems. Additionally, man-made nanopores and porous
materials have emerged as promising solutions to challenging problems such as water purification, biosens-
ing, nanofluidic logic and gating, and energy storage and conversion, while aquaporin, ion channels, and
nuclear pore complex nanopores regulate many biological functions such as the conduction of water, the
generation of action potentials, and the storage of genetic material. In this work, the more recent experi-
mental and molecular simulations advances in this exciting and rapidly evolving field will be reported and
critically discussed.

1 Introduction1

Water is not only the most important fluid for life, but2

it also constitutes a system that deeply intrigues us with3

its anomalous behavior. In fact, despite the simplicity of4

its molecular formula, water presents more than seventy5

properties that deviate from that expected for most6

a e-mail: hrcorti@tandar.cnea.gov.ar (corresponding
author)

b e-mail: appignan@criba.edu.ar
c e-mail: jrbordin@ufpel.edu.br

materials [1–4]. While some of water’s unique properties 7

are literally essential for life [5], others have profound 8

effects on the size and shape of living organisms, on 9

their functions and on the physical limits or constraints 10

within which they must operate. The possibility to form 11

up to four hydrogen bonds (H-bonds) leads water to 12

have two characteristic length scales at the molecular 13

interaction level: The larger length scale arises, when 14

the H-bond between two water molecules is formed, 15

while the closer length scale is due to short-range repul- 16

sion. Thus, bulk liquid water tends to arrange in a struc- 17

ture built up by an open network of hydrogen-bonded 18
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molecules with a different amount of defects depend-19

ing on the thermodynamic conditions. Such capability20

to form two distinctive local molecular arrangements,21

stemming from the directional HB interactions, seems22

to be at the heart of many of the unusual properties of23

water [6,7].24

For long time, but particularly in the present century,25

the study of nanoconfined water and aqueous solutions26

has attracted enormous attention of researchers from27

different fields devoted to extending the understand-28

ing of the anomalous properties of bulk water to the29

nanoscopic domain.30

From a fundamental standpoint, it becomes pivotal31

to understand how the properties of water are modi-32

fied by the interaction with a confining surface and to33

establish the length scale where the assumption of bulk34

behavior and the phenomenological description of the35

transport properties of aqueous systems break down.36

Understanding the effect of the solid boundaries on37

liquid properties is challenging for its fundamental38

implications and its possible applications. Water can39

be naturally observed under nanoconfinement, as inside40

biological [8,9] or geological nanochannels [10]. On the41

other hand, aqueous systems confined within synthetic42

nanopores are nowadays ubiquitous in several techno-43

logical areas, such as desalination [11,12], decontamina-44

tion [13], energy storage [14], heterogeneous catalysis,45

and graphene exfoliation and transferring [15].46

Molecular modeling at distinct length scales from47

ab initio and semiempirical quantum calculations to48

atomistic and coarse-grained molecular dynamics sim-49

ulations has played a key role to understand water50

properties from the bulk to extreme confinement. Such51

approaches can be used to interpret experiments and52

even simulate properties not directly accessible by53

experiment—as the case of water behavior inside nar-54

row nanopores. In this sense, many of water’s basic55

physical properties can now be explained, at least semi-56

quantitatively, in molecular and structural terms.57

In this topical review, we will address several exper-58

imental and theoretical/computational aspects of the59

behavior of water and aqueous solutions under confine-60

ment in synthetic and biological nanopore structures.61

Our work does not intend to cover exhaustively the vast62

realm of nanoconfined water. (For previous reviews, we63

refer the reader to ref. [9] and [16].) Instead, we aim64

at focusing on areas of great current concern within65

the subject which the authors of this review have been66

mostly involved with.67

In Sect. 2, we analyze the effect of confinement,68

mainly in silica nanopores, on the solid–liquid and69

glass–liquid transitions in pure water and aqueous solu-70

tions. It is worth to mention that the confinement of71

water in nanopores is one of the ways to access to72

the study of the properties of supercooled water in the73

“no-man’s land” (NML) region, although it is a mat-74

ter of discussion if the properties of supercooled bulk75

water can be actually approached through those of the76

nanoconfined one.77

The reactive properties of water at the nanoscale will78

be treated in Sect. 3, in particular the effect of confine-79

ment on the value of its dissociation constant. This sec- 80

tion adopts a molecular perspective to present the most 81

prominent experimental results concerning the reactiv- 82

ity in confined aqueous phases, on the one hand, and a 83

summary on the simulations devoted to exploring water 84

dissociation in nanopores, on the other. 85

A central concept that emerges from all these inves- 86

tigations is that effects from size and interface interac- 87

tions cannot be separately characterized, but are the 88

two sides of the same coin. Then, Sects. 4–7 deal with 89

the dynamic properties of water and aqueous solutions. 90

Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of the slow 91

dynamics of water confined in hydrophilic nanopores, 92

mainly silica pores, by computer simulations. It is 93

focused on the interplay between thermodynamics and 94

dynamics of confined water, as a possible route to the 95

definitive clarification of the origins of the bulk water 96

anomalies. 97

In Sect. 5, the structure and dynamics of water under 98

extreme confinement are discussed with emphasis in 99

some recent computational findings and some open 100

questions about the behavior of water when confined 101

between grapheme walls, nanotubes, and nanopores in 102

2D materials. In turn, in Sect. 6 the transport proper- 103

ties of ionic aqueous solutions are reviewed to shed some 104

light on the main features of the transport properties of 105

water and ionic solutes in nanometric sized pores that 106

have grown rapidly in the last years mainly triggered 107

by their relevance for electrochemical systems of energy 108

storage and conversion and also for water remediation. 109

In Sect. 7, the structure and diffusion of aqueous solu- 110

tions of ionic liquids, with different degrees of hydropho- 111

bicity in the corresponding anionic species, confined in 112

hydrophobic silica nanopores are analyzed by means 113

of molecular dynamics simulations. Then, Sect. 8 deals 114

with the relationship between local hydrophobicity 115

and non-covalent interactions in a couple of simple 116

illustrative situations: the self-assembly of graphene 117

and graphene-based materials (usually regarded as 118

hydrophobic but exhibiting a rather hydrophilic behav- 119

ior) and the effect of the local hydrophobicity on 120

the electrostatic interactions operating under nanocon- 121

fined water environments, a situation of relevance, for 122

instance, for certain protein–protein association pro- 123

cesses. 124

Finally, Sect. 9 reviews recent modeling efforts on 125

polymer-coated nanopores in aqueous solution, with 126

special focus on the structural behaviors of the coat- 127

ing polymers and their molecular design. Covering both 128

artificial and biological nanopores, this section discusses 129

how bioinspiration guides the development of advanced 130

nanopores, and how the latter in return can be used to 131

advance our understanding of complex biological and 132

pathological processes. 133
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2 Solid–liquid and glass–liquid transitions134

of confined aqueous solutions135

Two different approaches have been commonly used to136

analyze the state of supercooled water in the “no-man’s137

land” (NML) region, that is, between the homogeneous138

ice nucleation at TH ≈ 231 K and crystallization of a139

highly viscous liquid to cubic ice at TX ≈ 150 K [17].140

One of these is to confine water in different types of141

porous materials, while the second one is to mix it with142

a salt or another glass-forming liquid. For sufficiently143

small pores (smaller than ≈ 2 nm in diameter) in the144

first case, and at high solute concentrations in the sec-145

ond one, crystallization can be completely avoided at all146

temperatures. The fact that in these cases ice formation147

is avoided is a strong indication that the structural and148

dynamical properties could be altered as compared to149

those of bulk water.150

It should be noted that the NML is defined for pure151

bulk water, but not for water in solutions or water under152

confinement [18], where the structure and dynamics of153

water within a nanopore cannot be always assimilated154

to that of bulk water.155

In the following subsections, we will analyze how the156

phase behavior of bulk pure water is modified by con-157

finement of aqueous solutions.158

2.1 Solid–liquid transition159

Among the various liquid properties affected by con-160

finement, one of the most widely studied is the reduc-161

tion in the melting point. In pure confined liquid sys-162

tems, it has been demonstrated that the degree of the163

melting point depression is inversely correlated to the164

nanopore radius [19–21], as predicted by the Gibbs–165

Thompson equation, which connects the change in the166

melting point, ∆Tm, of a confined liquid in relation to167

the bulk with the pore radius, r:168

∆Tm = T 0
m − T c

m =
2γslT

0
mV

∗
s cos θ

∆Hm

(

1

r

)

(1)169

where T c
m and T 0

m are the melting points of the170

pure component in the confined and the bulk systems,171

respectively, γsl is the interfacial tension between the172

confined solid and liquid phases, θ is the contact angle173

(usually assumed as 180◦ if the solution wets the pore174

surface), V ∗ is the molar volume of the pure solid, and175

∆Hm is the molar enthalpy of melting at T c
m.176

Water is the most studied pure liquid in relation to177

its freezing/melting behavior under confinement, espe-178

cially in mesoporous silica [19,22–29]. Equation (1) is179

valid to predict the melting point depression of ice con-180

fined in mesopores with diameters down to about 4 nm.181

However, for smaller pores, the pore radius should be182

corrected by a factor t representing the thickness of183

non-freezable liquid that exists at the pore wall–liquid184

interface. Thus, an empirical Gibbs–Thompson equa-185

tion has been used to describe the experimental data,186

namely 187

∆Tm =
C

(r − t)
(2) 188

where C takes different values because the surface ten- 189

sion, contact angle, and the enthalpy of melting change 190

with the nature of the solid surface in contact with 191

water. The thickness of the non-freezable layer reported 192

by different authors is also surface-dependent, but most 193

of the data fits lead to values between 0.30 nm [23] and 194

0.60 nm [19] that, roughly, corresponds to one or two 195

water monolayers. 196

Though the studies on freezing/melting in confined 197

aqueous systems are no so abundant like in pure water, 198

it has been demonstrated that the Gibbs–Thompson 199

equation can be extended to solid–liquid equilibrium 200

in multicomponent aqueous systems. This is of great 201

interest since it enables to estimate ice formation in 202

more complex aqueous media, such as cells and tissues 203

[30–32]. 204

As an example of a binary non-ionic aqueous system, 205

Liu et al. [33] analyzed how the curvature affects the 206

temperature freezing point of water–glycerol mixtures 207

in equilibrium with the pure solids above the eutec- 208

tic temperature. The general conditions for solid–liquid 209

equilibrium were derived and then examined, quanti- 210

fying the effect of the interface curvature on the two 211

solid–liquid equilibrium curves and the eutectic tem- 212

perature/concentration point. By applying the equilib- 213

rium conditions that maximize the entropy of the sys- 214

tem and reservoir, subject to the constraints imposed 215

by the system, the following expression for the melting 216

point depression of the mixture with respect to compo- 217

nent 1 (glycerol) was derived: 218

∆Tm =
2γslT

0
m1V

∗
s1 cos θ

∆Hm1

(

1

r

)

−
T 0

m1ΠV
∗
L1

∆Hm1
(3) 219

where the symbols are as in Eq. (1) for the component 220

1, V ∗
L1 is the volume of the pure liquid component 1, 221

and Π is the osmotic pressure of the solution. 222

The results show that for radius of curvature between 223

100 and 1000 nm, both solid–liquid equilibrium curves 224

are not appreciably different from those corresponding 225

to a flat surface. However, the equilibrium tempera- 226

tures decrease significantly as the capillary radius is 227

10 nm or smaller, as shown in Fig. 1 [33]. Therefore, this 228

approach provides a promising theoretical method to 229

predict thermodynamic properties of solid–liquid equi- 230

librium across a curved interface in non-ideal multicom- 231

ponent systems. 232

In the case of aqueous electrolytes, Burba and Janzen 233

[34] studied the ice melting temperature of dilute aque- 234

ous NaCl solutions confined within mesoporous sil- 235

ica, MCM-41 and SBA-15, with pore sizes 3.5 nm 236

and 6.4 nm, respectively. They extended the Gibbs– 237

Thompson equation by adding a term that takes into 238
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Fig. 1 Predicted solid–liquid equilibrium curves for water–
glycerol at 1 bar in capillaries with diameters 10 nm (top)
and 5 nm (bottom). Black curves correspond to a flat sur-
face. For the water branch, γsl was set at 32 mN m−1 (red
curves). For the glycerol branch, two γsl values were used:
100 mN m−1 (blue curves) and 32mN m−1 (green curves).
Adapted with permission from Ref. [33]. Copyright 2017
American Chemical Society

account the colligative salt effect in the dilute regime,239

∆Tm =
2T 0

mγslV
∗
s cos θ

∆Hm

(

1

r

)

−
iMwRT 0

mT c
m

∆Hm
m (4)240

where i is the van’t Hoff factor, Mw is the water molec-241

ular weight, and m is the salt molality. However, the242

slope of the plots ∆Tm vsm, increases as the size of the243

pore is reduced, a fact that is not counted for by Eq. (4).244

A linear dependence of γice−soln with the salt concen-245

tration was proposed in order to match the experimen-246

tal values of ∂∆Tm/∂m with that predicted by Eq. (4)247

with γsl = γ0
sl + m(∂γsl/∂m). However, the agreement248

was not good, even when a non-freezable water layer249

0.38 nm thickness was considered, probably due to the250

failure of the solution ideality and full wetting assump-251

tions.252

Recently, Koop et al. [35] reported differential scan- 253

ning calorimetry (DSC) results for the melting temper- 254

ature of LiCl and CaCl2 aqueous solutions confined in 255

mesoporous silica (MCM-41 and SBA-15) with pore 256

radii between 1.9 and 11.1 nm over a wide range of 257

concentrations (up to 12 mol kg−1). They found that 258

confinement reduces the melting temperature of both 259

electrolytes, except in the smallest pores (r = 1.9 nm 260

for LiCl, and r = 3.2 nm for CaCl2), where the melting 261

temperature is not affected by the presence of solutes. 262

They proposed that this effect could be due to the 263

exclusion of the salts from the smallest pores. How- 264

ever, the surface charge density of the silica is too low 265

to account for a Donnan exclusion mechanism for the 266

concentrated solutions used in this work, and it has also 267

been probed that LiCl is not excluded from mesoporous 268

silica with even smaller pore sizes [36]. Moreover, the 269

selective exclusion of ions from nanopores due to the 270

breakdown of electroneutrality has only been reported 271

in slit-shaped pores where the distance between pore 272

walls is smaller than 1 nm [37]. 273

The model proposed by Koop et al. [35] as an alter- 274

native to the Gibbs–Thompson and its extended ver- 275

sion (Eqs. 1 and 4) assumes that the solution inside the 276

pore is under a Kelvin pressure (P ), which increases 277

with decreasing the pore radius, and that the effect of 278

ions on the structure of water is similar to that of apply- 279

ing pressure [38], in accordance with neutron diffraction 280

studies of near-neighbor network [39,40]. 281

Other approach to the estimation of the change of 282

melting temperature of aqueous electrolyte solutions 283

in nanopores is the secondary confinement hypothesis, 284

that is, the assumption that precipitated salt consti- 285

tutes an additional confinement for ice/water in the 286

pores. Findenegg et al. [41] applied this approach to 287

explain the change in the eutectic melting point of 288

aqueous alkali chlorides solutions in MCM-41 and SBA- 289

15 silica samples with pore diameters between 4.4 and 290

8.5 nm. 291

As it was observed in other salt aqueous solutions, 292

higher melting point depressions were found for samples 293

with small pores, and the largest shifts of the eutec- 294

tic temperature were found for salts that crystallize as 295

oligohydrates. Thus, in the series KBr, RbCl, CsCl, and 296

NaCl, the highest change in melting temperature was 297

found for NaCl, since it crystallizes as dihydrate at the 298

eutectic point, while the others crystallize in anhydrous 299

form. This behavior is due to the fact that the oligo- 300

hydrates occupy a larger fraction of the pore, adding 301

a stronger extra confinement as compared to the salts 302

that form anhydrous crystals. It was observed that the 303

decrement in the melting eutectic point, ∆TE, inside 304

the pore increases with the fraction of volume occu- 305

pied by the salt in the solid eutectic mixture. A simple 306

expression for the salt-induced melting point depres- 307

sion was obtained considering that the precipitated salt 308

forms a layer of crystallites near the pore wall. In this 309

case, the effective core radius, r’, for water crystalliza- 310

tion in Eq. (1) is given by r′ = r(1 − φE)
1/2

, leading 311
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to a corresponding increase in the eutectic temperature312

depression.313

For salts with low ∆TE, the modified Gibbs–314

Thompson equation underestimates the depression of315

the eutectic temperature. Thus, an empirical constant316

correction should be included in Eq. (1), 1.5 K for SBA317

and 6.1 K for MCM, which accounts for specific ion318

effects on the non-freezing layer at the pore wall [41].319

2.2 Glass transition320

The effect of confinement on the glass transition tem-321

perature, Tg, of aqueous solutions has been scarcely322

studied [42–49]. A pioneering work was performed by323

Johari et al. [42] by resorting to DSC measurements324

of ethylene glycol (EG)–water mixtures confined in325

poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate, having pores 3 nm326

in diameter. It was observed that for the bulk sys-327

tem, Tg vs. EG molar fraction shows a maximum,328

which disappears in the confined system. This result329

was interpreted in terms of a change in the hydrogen330

bond network due to the confinement. A similar non-331

monotonic behavior of Tg as a function of the compo-332

sition was observed in bulk for propylene glycol methyl333

ether (PGME)–water mixtures [44]. For pure PGME334

Tg = 143 K and increases with increasing water content335

reaching a maximum at 169 K for water concentration336

55 wt%. This behavior was explained considering that337

in PGME–water mixtures, water increases the size of338

the relaxing entities in comparison with the correspond-339

ing ones observed in pure PGME. For PGME–water340

mixtures confined in two dimensional Na-vermiculite341

slits, a maximum value in Tg was also observed as in the342

bulk system [44]. Therefore, the authors concluded that343

in this case confinement does not modify the hydrogen344

bond structure of the PGME–water mixtures.345

Swenson et al. [46] performed quasielastic neutron346

scattering (QENS) and DSC measurements for di-347

propylene glycol methyl ether–water mixtures confined348

in MCM-41 in the composition range between 0 and349

90 wt% water. In bulk, this system also shows a non-350

monotonic Tg dependence on composition, which is351

affected by confinement. Specifically, Tg shows a max-352

imum at 30 wt% water in bulk, while this maxi-353

mum shifts up to 75 wt% water under confinement.354

The authors hypothesized that this behavior can be355

explained considering microphase separation inside the356

pores, where water molecules hydrate preferably the357

hydrophilic silanol surface groups of the silica matrix.358

Also, microphase separation was pointed out to explain359

the phase behavior of acetonitrile–water mixtures [28]360

and the Tg composition dependence results of glycerol–361

water mixtures [43,47] both confined in MCM-41.362

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) and DSC363

experiments were performed in these MCM-41 sam-364

ples [43]. For the glycerol–water mixtures, the results365

show that for the bulk system Tg of pure glycerol366

decreases with increasing water content (plasticization367

effect). However, under confinement, Tg is nearly con-368

stant for water concentrations between 0 and 85 wt%.369

The authors hypothesized that this behavior is con- 370

sistent with the scenario that water molecules have a 371

stronger tendency to coordinate to the silanol surface 372

groups, thereby leaving most of the glycerol molecules 373

clustered in the center of the pores. Thus, the observed 374

Tg should be attributed to the glycerol clusters, while 375

the water molecules coordinated to the silanol surface 376

groups have no influence on the glass transition. For 377

water-rich mixtures, an increment of Tg from 176 K at 378

85 wt%, up to 187 K at 90 wt% water content was 379

observed, implying that the water molecules bound to 380

the glycerol molecules have an anti-plasticization effect, 381

or glycerol has a plasticization effect on water breaking 382

up the tetrahedral network structure of water. Based 383

on these findings, Swenson et al. suggested that both 384

geometrical confinement and the introduction of guest 385

molecules (i.e. glycerol) destroy the tetrahedral network 386

structure of deeply supercooled bulk water, which speed 387

up the structural α-relaxation at temperatures close 388

to Tg of bulk water. Consequently, the observed Tg of 389

water-rich glycerol–water mixtures should be consider- 390

ably lower than that expected for bulk water, that, as 391

hypothesized by the authors, should be much higher 392

than 187 K. These results lead to the remarkable con- 393

clusion that the Tg of pure water could be much higher 394

than the value commonly accepted for pure water (136 395

K) [50]. Moreover, the different structure and dynamics 396

of water in mixtures with high and low water concentra- 397

tions imply that Tg of bulk water cannot be estimated 398

from extrapolations, of the concentration dependencies 399

of Tg of aqueous solutions containing less than about 400

80 wt% water. 401

Recently, Angarita et al. [49] obtained very different 402

conclusions from DSC experiments in glycerol–water 403

mixtures (0–50 water wt%) confined in disordered sil- 404

ica mesoporous samples in a wide range of pore sizes 405

(2–58 nm diameter). Their results show that Tg for 406

pure glycerol and aqueous solutions above the eutec- 407

tic composition decreases with decreasing pore size. 408

In these samples, only one Tg was observed. However, 409

below the eutectic composition two glass transitions 410

appear, ascribed to the existence of two liquid phases, 411

as observed by Murata and Tanaka [51] in annealed 412

bulk glycerol–water mixtures below the eutectic point. 413

These two liquid phases were related to the two liquid 414

phases of water, HDL and LDL, in the NML region [52]. 415

Angarita et al. [49] also analyzed the dependence 416

of Tg with composition in bulk and confined glycerol– 417

water mixtures by resorting to the Gordon and Taylor 418

equation. The data extrapolate to Tg ≈ 140 K for pure 419

water in bulk and confined in pores 58 nm in diame- 420

ter, but decreases in narrower pores, attaining Tg ≈ 421

112 K for water confined in pores 2 nm in diameter. 422

These results coincide with those obtained by Soprun- 423

yuk and Schranz [53] using the DMA technique and 424

show that Tg of bulk water agrees with the value com- 425

monly accepted in the literature, but it differs from the 426

extrapolations reported by Elamin et al. [43]. More- 427

over, the experiments performed by Angarita et al. [49] 428

do not show evidence of the existence of microphase 429

separation within the pores. 430
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Regarding the glass transition temperature of ionic431

aqueous solutions confined in nanopores, two recent432

studies deserve attention. Using DSC, Zhao et al. [45]433

studied the glass transition of aqueous NaCl solutions434

with concentrations between 2.8 and 22.6 wt% (just435

below the eutectic composition) in bulk and confined in436

nanoporous silica glasses with pores from 56 nm down437

to 2.6 nm in diameter. They observed that, for small438

pores, vitrification is observed for all the concentra-439

tions, while for larger pore sizes it occurs only for the440

smaller NaCl contents. The authors outlined a mech-441

anism of glass formation for dilute aqueous solutions442

where ice precipitates in the core of the pore, while the443

remaining eutectic phase, available for vitrification, is444

constrained between the ice core and the pore walls.445

Consequently, Tg is constant over the whole compo-446

sition range since always vitrifies the eutectic phase.447

Moreover, it was observed that, under the same experi-448

mental conditions, KCl aqueous solutions do not vitrify,449

implying that ion–water interactions should probably450

play an important role in the process.451

Longinotti et al. [48] found that LiCl aqueous solu-452

tions with eutectic (R = 7) and subeutectic compo-453

sitions (R = 9, 11, 13, and 15), being R = moles of454

water/moles of LiCl, vitrify over the whole composition455

range when confined in mesoporous silica (with pore456

diameters between 2 and 58 nm). It was observed that457

for LiCl solutions in bulk and confined in pores with458

diameters above 8 nm, Tg remains almost constant, but459

samples confined in pores 2 nm in diameter exhibit Tg460

between 2 and 5 K higher. This increment of the glass461

transition of the solution by confinement is similar to462

applying a pressure of up to 100 MPa to the bulk sam-463

ple. Moreover, it was concluded that the difference in464

the formation of aqueous LiCl and NaCl glasses is given465

by the strong interaction of Li+ ions with the pore silica466

walls in comparison with Na+ ions.467

Summarizing both subsections, it can be concluded468

that the effect of confinement in the solid–liquid and469

glass–liquid transitions of aqueous solutions has not470

been yet extensively explored in the literature. In the471

first case, the Gibbs–Thompson equation and its exten-472

sions give a reasonable description of the melting tem-473

perature depression as a function of pore size and con-474

centration for aqueous solutions. For the glass transi-475

tion, a general description is hindered due to the fact476

that different interactions between the components of477

the mixture with the pore walls, and possible nanoseg-478

regation, play a relevant role. Therefore, more works479

are needed to throw some light on the effect of confine-480

ment on the glass transition temperature of aqueous481

solutions.482

3 Dissociation and reactivity of483

nanoconfined water484

The thermodynamics and dynamics of water under485

nanoscopic confinement have been the subject of a large486

amount of experimental and computational work. This 487

is, however, not the case for the reactive properties of 488

water at this length scale. In particular, the confinement 489

effect on the value of Kw, the dissociation constant 490

of H2O, continues to be an unsolved question, despite 491

its importance to design nanostructured catalysts or 492

membranes, or to elucidate the chemistry in aerosols 493

or protein pockets. Beyond speculations based on indi- 494

rect evidence, this equilibrium has not been quantified 495

from experiments, and simulations provide sometimes 496

contradictory results. This section adopts a molecular 497

perspective to present the most prominent experimen- 498

tal results concerning the reactivity in confined aque- 499

ous phases, on the one hand, and a summary on the 500

simulations devoted to exploring water dissociation in 501

nanopores, on the other. A central concept that emerges 502

from all these investigations is that effects from size and 503

interface interactions cannot be separately character- 504

ized but are the two sides of the same coin. 505

Experiments and computational modeling have both 506

shown that nanoscale confinement exerts drastic changes 507

on the physical–chemical properties of water. As dis- 508

cussed throughout this review, almost every single 509

water property examined in confinement has proved to 510

be altered with respect to the one corresponding to the 511

bulk phase. 512

Despite all these insights reported for the physical 513

properties of nanoconfined water, much is less known 514

about its chemical behavior. Water dissociation and 515

reactivity in these conditions are still a matter of 516

debate, and the body of experimental and theoretical 517

information is scarce and even conflicting at times. 518

The difficulty to quantify chemical equilibrium and 519

kinetics in nanospaces, be from experiments or from 520

realistic computational approaches, is responsible for 521

this lack of information. A number of surveys focused on 522

three catalytic or reactive processes in aqueous micro- 523

droplets and thin films have been reported for some spe- 524

cific cases [54,55] but as yet there is no general under- 525

standing of how acidity constants, isoelectric points, 526

or even the water dissociation equilibrium are affected 527

with the reduction of system dimensions. This knowl- 528

edge is, however, precious to experimentalists, as it 529

is indeed essential to design materials for nanocatal- 530

ysis, selective membranes, nanofluidics, or single entity 531

electrochemistry of aqueous solutions [56], let aside its 532

fundamental relevance in other areas as atmospheric 533

[57,58] and biological sciences [59] to elucidate pro- 534

cesses in aerosols or in protein cavities and membranes. 535

In the present review, we give an overview of the 536

research on this subject, including the effect of con- 537

finement on the dissociation constant of water (Kw or 538

the pKw), which is one of the central questions in this 539

context. 540

3.1 A microscopic view of water dissociation and 541

lessons from simulations. 542

The dynamic equilibrium between water and its con- 543

stituent ions, the proton, and hydroxide ion forms one of 544
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the most fundamental processes in acid base chemistry.545

How this equilibrium changes as a function of tempera-546

ture and pressure determines the pH of a solution. Simi-547

lar types of acid–base chemistry reactions also underpin548

chemical reactions involving proton exchange between549

the amide backbone of proteins and the surrounding550

water [60]. Although this forms the basic pedagogy in551

textbook acid–base chemistry, the molecular mecha-552

nisms of this process still remain poorly understood.553

Atomistic simulations played a key role in decipher-554

ing the underlying mechanisms associated with water555

dissociation. Before delving into their contribution, it556

is worth spending some time reviewing some of the557

historical background that motivated a large part of558

these studies. Many of the ideas behind water dissoci-559

ation date back to work by Eigen and de Maeyer who560

proposed a conceptual model for how the proton and561

hydroxide ion would recombine in solution [61].562

Specifically, they argued that beyond the Bjerrum563

length, the ions would undergo Grotthuss-like diffusion.564

In a water like solvent, the Bjerrum length, where the565

electrostatic energy is screened by the solvent and is566

on the same order as thermal energy, is less than 1567

nm. Below this length, Eigen and de Maeyer could only568

speculate about the underlying mechanisms involved in569

the reaction of the two ions.570

The birth of first principles ab initio molecular571

dynamics simulations finally opened up the possibility572

of exploring the molecular mechanisms behind the phe-573

nomenological models proposed previously. Specifically,574

in 1985 Car and Parrinello revolutionized the field of575

simulation by the introduction of Car–Parrinello Molec-576

ular Dynamics (CPMD) which allowed for the first577

time to observe chemical reactions where the electronic578

degrees of freedom were explicitly included [62]. One of579

the first applications of the CPMD method was to study580

the electronic properties of water and its dissociated581

ions. The first CPMD simulations of the excess proton582

and hydroxide ion by Parrinello et al. demonstrated the583

molecular mechanisms associated with the Grotthuss584

mechanism which involved the breaking of covalent and585

hydrogen bonds simultaneously [63]. These simulations586

showed that the mobility of water ionic defects did not587

involve hydrodynamic diffusion and provided rational588

for their enhanced diffusion coefficient compared to ions589

of similar hydrodynamic radius.590

In the late 90s, Parrinello and Sprik attempted to591

use CPMD simulations to estimate the pKw. Since592

water dissociation in the bulk is a rare event happen-593

ing on average once every 10 hours (characterized by594

a large activation barrier much larger than thermal595

energy), one cannot use standard molecular dynamics596

tools. Thus, to observe dissociation during a simulation597

one has to use enhanced sampling methods and bias the598

system along certain degrees of freedom [64,65]. Trout599

and Parrinello used the O–H bond length of a water600

molecule and determined the free energy of water ion-601

ization along this coordinate [64] using the blue-moon602

ensemble method.603

Although these calculations correctly describe the604

initial activated process of dissociation, they suffer from605

the fact that since the ionic defects undergo Grotthuss 606

diffusion, they eventually recombine. Thus, these sim- 607

ulations do not correctly describe the product state 608

of the ionization involving two solvent separated ions. 609

Sprik [65] revisited these free-energy calculations using 610

more sophisticated reaction coordinates involving coor- 611

dination numbers of putative hydronium and hydrox- 612

ide ions forming in solution. By controlling the coor- 613

dination number of a given oxygen instead of the O– 614

H distance, it is possible to induce the transformation 615

of a water into hydronium or hydroxide, depending on 616

whether the coordination number is shifted from 2 to 617

3 or from 2 to 1. This strategy prevented the issues of 618

recombination of the ions and revealed several stages in 619

the dissociation process. In the first step, the O–H bond 620

increases from about 1 to 1.4 Å leading to the creation 621

of a contact ion pair involving the hydronium donating 622

a strong hydrogen bond to the hydroxide ion. Since this 623

species is highly susceptible to recombination, in order 624

to stabilize the ions, Grotthuss diffusion must separate 625

them with solvent molecules screening the interactions. 626

The absolute value of the free energy for the dissocia- 627

tion reaction is about one pKa unit off with respect to 628

experiments, which is within the expected deviation for 629

the DFT functional employed [65]. 630

In 2001, Chandler and Parrinello combined transi- 631

tion path sampling and CPMD to study the ionization 632

of liquid water [66]. Transition path sampling allows for 633

exploring regions of coordinate space that are high in 634

free energy. These simulations provided more insights 635

into the reaction pathway involving water ionization. 636

Specifically, the authors suggested that water ioniza- 637

tion can be considered within the framework of a Mar- 638

cus theory-like framework where electric field fluctua- 639

tions from the surrounding solvent act as slow degrees 640

of freedom modulating the potential energy profile for 641

proton dissociation. 642

Although these early studies provided rich insights 643

into molecular fluctuations involving proton dissoci- 644

ation, they were limited by rather short simulation 645

times and small box sizes. Almost a decade ago, Has- 646

sanali and Parrinello re-visited the mechanism associ- 647

ated with water ionization by focusing on the time- 648

reverse process, namely the recombination of hydro- 649

nium and hydroxide ions [67]. 650

These simulations were conducted with Born– 651

Oppenheimer molecular dynamics and for longer sim- 652

ulation time and also using larger boxes, showing that 653

the recombination appears to be driven by a collective 654

compression of proton wires bridging the ions. Further- 655

more, there are also specific solvent fluctuations involv- 656

ing water molecules donating hydrogen bonds to the 657

hydronium ion and the hydroxide ion as well, which 658

are important in the recombination process. The hydro- 659

nium ion is a weak acceptor of a hydrogen bond and is 660

therefore considered to be quite hydrophobic, being sta- 661

bilized near cavities in water as well as near hydropho- 662

bic interfaces such as the air–water interface [68,69]. 663

The role of proton wire fluctuations and more generally 664

the importance of changes in the hydrogen bond topol- 665

ogy have subsequently been elucidated in several other 666
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studies involving not only acid–base chemical reactions667

[70], but also proton transfer in the bulk [71] and at668

interfaces [69] using a wide variety of different atom-669

istic simulations [72].670

Besides first principles simulations, there have also671

been empirical valence bond (EVB) simulations study-672

ing the ionization of water and its ionic products.673

QM/MM EVB-based simulations by Warshel et al.674

showed a large sensitivity of the dissociation barrier to675

the explicit inclusion of quantum treated waters [73].676

There have also been numerous advancements in using677

multistate empirical valence bond (MSEVB) to study678

reactions associated with waters constituent ions the679

proton and hydroxide in the bulk, at interfaces and680

confined systems [74,75]. A key contribution of these681

studies is the ability to move to much larger system682

sizes and also considerably longer simulations.683

Broadly speaking, we envision three main challenges684

in the theoretical study of acid–base reaction chem-685

istry: (i) the simulation of a broader class of acid–base686

chemical reactions in water that is not limited to the687

short simulations and small system sizes, (ii) the devel-688

opment of methods that allow for the determination of689

the relevant reaction coordinates or order parameters in690

water, and finally, (iii) devising more efficient methods691

to explore high activation energy processes not sampled692

by thermal fluctuations.693

In the last decade, there have been several attempts694

to address some of these challenges and we only high-695

light a couple of important works in this regard. Several696

groups have used neural networks (NN) to train poten-697

tials that allow for the simulation of water and its con-698

stituent ions both in the bulk and at interfaces [76–79].699

It will be interesting to see how these NN potentials700

perform with respect to the thermodynamics of water701

dissociation predicted in earlier studies. Recently, there702

have also been some attempts to develop more agnos-703

tic approaches to sampling reaction coordinates based704

on topology, thereby circumventing the need to define705

coordinates built by chemical intuition which may pre-706

vent the system from exploring all possible pathways707

in complex chemical reactions [80]. The application of708

these methods to problems involving proton transfer709

remains an interesting challenge and direction to pur-710

sue.711

3.2 Dissociation and reactivity in confinement: what712

do we know from experiments?713

For the last 15 years, chemists have been exploring the714

use of microdroplets as vehicles to catalyze or accelerate715

the kinetics of chemical transformations [54,81]. This716

possibility mostly relies on electrospray ionization (ESI)717

to generate micrometer-size particles dispersed in an718

aerosol and loaded with the reagents, in combination719

with mass spectrometry to detect the reaction products720

[82].721

Alternatively, levitation techniques, based either on722

acoustic waves [83] or in the Leidenfrost effect [84], have723

also been implemented to produce microdroplets.724

Possibly the work by Cook et al. was among the first 725

to conclusively demonstrate an enhancement of reac- 726

tion rates with respect to the bulk phase [85]. This was 727

shown for the bimolecular reaction of a hydrazine salt 728

with carbonyl compounds in a mixture of water and 729

methanol. Several other studies followed this investiga- 730

tion, showing enhancements of several orders of mag- 731

nitude, of up to 6 in some cases, for a series of addi- 732

tion, elimination, and other class of transformations 733

involving from simple organic molecules to polymers 734

and metal nanoparticles [83,84,86–89]. The dimensions 735

of the droplets produced and studied through these 736

strategies are typically in the micrometer length scale. 737

In principle, in this range the solution can still be con- 738

sidered a bulk phase. However, right after its formation, 739

these droplets undergo a continuous evaporation that 740

may significantly shrink their volume. Acceleration of 741

reaction rates in these systems is namely explained in 742

terms of the concentration of the reagents in a small 743

volume upon solvent evaporation allowing for fast dif- 744

fusion and more frequent intermolecular collisions, or 745

the extreme pH changes derived from such evaporation 746

[54,81,85]. 747

In this context, Mishra et al. have recently drawn 748

attention on the distinctive features inherent to elec- 749

trosprays that can accelerate reactivity but may not be 750

equally ascribed to neutral, pristine water droplets [90]. 751

Specifically, they attributed much of the catalytic effect 752

in the oligomerization of isoprene to partially solvated 753

hydronium ions formed during the rapid evaporation of 754

water. Other factors that have been claimed as respon- 755

sible for the increased reaction rates are [54,81,91]: (i) 756

enthalpic effects derived from the partial desolvation 757

of the reactants, which increase their potential energy 758

thus lowering activation barriers; (ii) entropic effects 759

arising from an exacerbated ordering of the reagents 760

or the solvent, or from the reduction in the number of 761

microstates [92] all factors which would raise the rel- 762

ative free energy of the initial state; (iii) alternative 763

mechanisms that may proceed at the droplet interface; 764

and (iv) local, abrupt temperature changes originating 765

from energy release or removal, associated with exer- 766

gonic or endergonic reactions, or with evaporation. 767

Figure 2 illustrates the free-energy profiles that can 768

be expected for a given reaction involving an ionic 769

species at the interface of a small droplet, in compari- 770

son with the corresponding profiles at the bulk and the 771

gas phases. For these types of processes, reaction rates 772

are favored by the surface/volume ratio [81]. 773

An appealing example concerning water reactivity in 774

neutrally sprayed microdroplets has been reported by 775

Lee et al. [89]. In this study, reduction of various organic 776

compounds by water was detected in droplets between 777

1 and 50µm in the absence of any catalyst or reducing 778

agents. This reaction is not spontaneous in bulk water, 779

thus establishing that its activation is the outcome of 780

confinement alone. The acceleration mechanism was not 781

elucidated by the authors, though they hypothesized 782

that the answer should be sought in the behavior of 783

H2O at the air–water interface, e.g., in the exacerbation 784
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Fig. 2 Schematics of the free-energy profiles for a reac-
tion involving an ionic species in the bulk and gas phases,
and under confinement in a small droplet. The large sur-
face/volume ratio favors desolvation thus lowering the acti-
vation barrier. Reproduced from Ref. [81] with permission
of John Wiley & Sons

of the reduction potential of the hydroxide ions to form785

hydroxyl radicals at the microdroplet periphery [89].786

Thin films, microemulsions, and micelles provide787

alternative means to study the effect of confinement788

on reactivity [54,81,93,94]. In particular, micelles are789

spherical supramolecular structures resulting from the790

self-assembly of amphiphiles (molecules formed by a791

hydrophilic head group and a hydrophobic tail) in an792

aqueous media, with sizes in the range of a few nanome-793

ters. In a micelle, the polar sides of the amphiphiles, or794

surfactant molecules, are oriented toward the aqueous795

phase, while the hydrophobic chains, aligned parallel to796

their neighbors thanks to van der Waals forces, form the797

core of the structure. Ever since the 60s, many exam-798

ples of organic reactions have been reported to occur799

inside micelles at both accelerated and inhibited rates800

(see [93,95,96] and references therein). Aside from the801

factors mentioned above to justify the enhancement of802

chemical kinetics in microdroplets, other mechanisms803

have been invoked to explain intra-micellar reactivity:804

solvation effects, concentration of the reactants on the805

micelle surface or its interior, and stabilization of tran-806

sition states through interactions with the polar groups807

[93].808

Of particular interest to this review are reverse809

micelles, this is, water nanodroplets stabilized by sur-810

factant molecules in a non-polar solvent [97] (see Fig. 3).1 811

This kind of organized structures can be found in812

Fig. 3 Representation of a reverse micelle consisting of a
core of water stabilized in a non-polar solvent by amphiphile
molecules. These kinds of structures can be found in
microemulsions, with sizes typically ranging from 1 to
100 nm depending on the water/organic ratio and surfac-
tant concentration

microemulsions, which are transparent and thermody- 813

namically stable mixtures resulting from the addition 814

of alcohol to a turbid and thermodynamically unsta- 815

ble emulsion [98]. The latter can be formed by mixing 816

water with an immiscible, organic liquid in the presence 817

of an amphiphile [98]. In microemulsions with a high 818

organic/water ratio, the amphiphile molecules stabilize 819

aqueous domains dispersed in the non-polar liquid. The 820

size of these water droplets depends on the concentra- 821

tion of amphiphile, water, and the organic solvent, typ- 822

ically falling in the range from 1 to 100 nm [98]. 823

In these environments, the proximity of polar or ionic 824

species has been often recognized as the main factor 825

that modulates the rate of reactions involving charged 826

or polar intermediates. This effect, rather than the 827

shape-selectivity concept attributed to other catalytic 828

assemblies as zeolites or enzymes [55,99], seems to pre- 829

dominate in micellar environments. Thus, the cationic 830

or anionic nature of the surfactants and their propor- 831

tions is critical to determine acceleration or inhibition 832

[93]. 833

Mitra et al. have pointed out that water dynamics 834

within reverse micelles can be drastically restrained by 835

raising the proportion of an ionic surfactant at the inter- 836

face [100–102], with strong implications on reactivity 837

[102]. An analogous dependence has been observed for 838

proton transfer kinetics: Levinger and other authors 839

have argued that the dynamics of proton transfer in 840

nanoscopic micelles can vary from bulk-like to a com- 841

pletely different mechanism according to the nature of 842

the surfactant [103,104]. 843

Baret and collaborators have proposed a simple 844

“reaction–adsorption” model to interpret the enhanced 845

kinetics in small droplets in which the reagents weakly 846

interact with the interface, where they react and then 847

the product diffuses back to the inner part of the 848

compartment [105]. Their experimental results for a 849

bimolecular reaction—synthesis of imine—in droplets 850

of a few microns showed a linear dependence of the 851
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effective equilibrium and rate constants (Keq and k1,852

respectively) with respect to the inverse radius R−1 (see853

Fig. 4).854

This behavior was rationalized in terms of the dif-855

fusion coefficient D and of the forward and backward856

rate constants for the bimolecular transformation in the857

bulk and at the surface of the droplet. From the corre-858

sponding kinetic equations, and in the limit of weak859

interactions and quick redistribution of the product860

(R ≪
√

D/k−1, with k−1 the backward rate constant),861

the effective equilibrium turns out to be ruled by the862

following expression:2 863

keff
eq = Ks

eq

3δ2
A

R
Kr (5)864

with Ks
eq the thermodynamic constant for the reaction865

at the surface, and the parameters δA and kr depend-866

ing on the different rate constants [105]. Interestingly,867

this model predicts a shift in the confined reaction ther-868

modynamics in favor of product formation with respect869

to bulk water. The authors expect this mechanism to870

be quite general for chemical transformation assisted871

by the interface in meso- and nanoscale compartmen-872

talized environments. Thus, for those systems exhibit-873

ing a small dimension in comparison with the charac-874

teristic diffusion length of the product before it reacts875

back (
√

D/k−1 ≫ R), and providing that the reaction876

occurs preferably at the boundaries—which appears to877

be a common feature in the realm of confined chemistry878

[55]—the equilibrium constant and the forward reaction879

rate would both scale as 1/R, implying an increase in880

synthetic efficiency under confinement.881

Porous and layered inorganic materials offer a dif-882

ferent scenario where water dissociation and reactivity883

under confinement become critical pieces of a complex884

puzzle. In an early monograph, Pinnavaia expressed the885

common belief that the acidity of hydrated cations is886

intensified in nanoscopic confinement [106]. This asser-887

tion was mostly rooted in the interpretation of X-ray888

and infrared data in layered minerals [107,108]. More889

recently, the question on water dissociation in confine-890

ment has acquired paramount relevance in the develop-891

ment of porous catalyst for water splitting. In such a892

context, the last couple of decades have seen a prolif-893

eration of synthetic nanostructured catalysts designed894

to favor hydrogen and oxygen evolution reactions by895

promoting water activation through surface adsorption896

and dissociation [109–112].897

These investigations, however, usually focus on cell898

performance, and conclusions about the reactivity of899

confined water are, with few exceptions, driven from900

indirect evidence, i.e., electrochemical indicators as cur-901

rent densities, capacitances, or overpotentials, seldom902

attaining a molecular level picture of the interface. Fur-903

thermore, the experimental data concerning acidities or904

surface charges of oxides, clays, and other porous solids905

are not always reproducible because it depends very906

much on preparation conditions and characterization907

techniques [113].908

Fig. 4 Results from fluorescence imaging for the reac-
tivity parameters of a bimolecular transformation inside
micrometer-size water droplets. The panels show the effect
of compartment dimensions on the equilibrium constant Keq

(a), on the forward reaction rate k1 (b), and on the back-
ward reaction rate k−1 (c). Keq and k1 exhibit a linear
dependence with the inverse radius of the droplet, which can
be explained on the basis of a reaction–adsorption mecha-
nism. Reproduced from Ref. [105] with permission of the
American Physical Society

Results on surface charges and isoelectric points are 909

typically the outcome of the average behavior on dif- 910

ferent exposed facets and geometries. Imaging methods 911

with sufficient spatial resolution to probe the state of 912

water for a local nanoenvironment at the solid–liquid 913

interface are now starting to emerge [114]. Macias- 914

Romero et al. mapped out the confined, curved water– 915

silica interface of a microcapillary using second order 916

harmonic microscopy [115]. In this system, the depro- 917

tonation equilibrium at the water–silica interface, ≡ 918

Si−OH + H2O ↔≡ Si−O− + H3O
+, determines the 919

surface charge density. This study revealed the charge 920

state and alignment of the water molecules at the inter- 921

face, resolving the local pKa as a function of position 922

and time upon flowing a solution of controlled pH along 923

the capillary. The top panel of Fig. 5 presents a sketch 924

of the molecular structure of the solid–liquid bound- 925

ary corresponding to different degrees of ionization. In 926

the lower panels, pKa values obtained from image pro- 927

cessing are shown, together with curves of the surface 928

potential which reflect the local charge state—at two 929

particular spots on the interface as a function of the pH 930

[115]. A different example can be found in a recent pub- 931

lication by Ali et al., who characterized the hydroxide 932

distribution within the layer adjacent to TiO2 nanopar- 933

ticles in a nearly neutral NH4OH solution employing X- 934

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and partial elec- 935

tron/fluorescence yield X-ray absorption spectroscopy 936

[116]. 937

In this article, the Stern and diffuse layers are 938

described, respectively, as a first shell of NH+
4 cations 939

of ∼ 0.35 nm width and a second stretch of OH− anions 940
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Fig. 5 The H2O layers and surface charge at a confined
water–silica interface of a glass capillary can be mapped
with micrometer resolution using X-ray spectroscopies. The
top panel displays a cartoon of the aqueous phase for dif-
ferent surface states of charge. The lower panel presents the
pKa values obtained along the longitudinal axis of the capil-

lary, together with curves of the surface potential and charge
versus bulk pH at the two spots marked A and B on the left
bottom image. Reproduced from Refs. [114] and [115] with
permission of the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science

extending for other ∼ 0.44 nm, that the authors ascribe941

to a high degree of water dissociation next to the oxide942

surface. In this diffuse layer, the number of hydro-943

gen bonds per hydroxide anion was found to be three,944

instead of four as expected for bulk water, denoting the945

particular structure of the aqueous phase in the prox-946

imity of the interface [116].947

Finally, we draw attention to an interesting piece948

of research contributed by Hashikawa et al. [117]. In949

this study, a single water molecule was confined in950

a C60 derivative. This structure was decorated with951

hydroxyl groups which prevented the release of the952

water molecule to the solvent through hydrogen bond-953

ing. On the basis of NMR and H/D exchange experi-954

ments, the authors inferred that the dissociation of the955

enclosed H2O molecule was inhibited with respect to956

the bulk, i.e., the pKw under these confining conditions957

turned out to be higher than 14.958

Beyond the case studies visited in this section,959

many other chemical platforms exist capable to mod-960

ulate reactivity through confinement. These include961

from zeolites and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) to962

covalent supramolecular cages and carbon nanotubes963

[55,94,118–120], among others. We, however, exclude964

them from the present subsection since their usually 965

hydrophobic active sites are often better suited for non- 966

polar species and gases rather than aqueous phases. In 967

any case, beyond the specific examples reviewed above, 968

molecular-level knowledge of the aqueous phase in the 969

vicinity of nanostructured interfaces or interstices is 970

absent from the majority of studies devoted to the opti- 971

mization of water reactivity through materials engineer- 972

ing. In particular, the dissociation constant of confined 973

water remains a prevailing question that has not been 974

experimentally answered to date. Here, state-of-the-art 975

molecular simulations play a unique role, as it will be 976

discussed in the following subsection. 977

3.3 Modeling water dissociation under confinement: 978

from layered minerals to carbon nanotubes 979

Simulation of water reactivity at the molecular level 980

requires methods capable to represent bond dissocia- 981

tion and formation. This can be typically achieved with 982

first-principles electronic structure approaches, as con- 983

sidered in section II, although empirical reactive force 984

fields can be also used to tackle this problem. 985
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Sprik et al. pioneered the application of first-principles986

molecular dynamics simulations to investigate the reac-987

tivity of water at solid–liquid interfaces, with an empha-988

sis on the computation of acidity constants and points989

of zero charge [121–125]. Whereas the focus of these990

studies was not necessarily the pKw in confinement but991

the chemical equilibrium at the interfaces, they con-992

stitute an important precedent in the computational993

exploration of water reactivity in complex systems and994

in demonstrating the ability of DFT to interrogate995

water surface chemistry. The authors were able to iden-996

tify the contribution of particular faces or surface moi-997

eties to the overall isoelectric point of titania [121], sil-998

ica [123,124], gibbsite [125], and various clays [122,126],999

for which experimental measurements typically provide1000

an average result arising from the heterogeneity of the1001

samples. Other DFT studies, sometimes based on the1002

implicit representation of the aqueous liquid phase via1003

a dielectric continuum model, contributed to the micro-1004

scopic understanding of the water–oxide or water–metal1005

interfaces and the electric double layer [127–134].1006

Also, dissociative and reactive force fields have been1007

applied to describe the chemical behavior of interfa-1008

cial and confined water. In early studies, Rustad et al.1009

used a classical potential to investigate the protonation1010

of magnetite–water [135] and goethite–water interfaces1011

[136]. In the latter case, simulation of goethite nanopar-1012

ticles showed that, in comparison with flat regions,1013

surface edges or asperities develop higher degrees of1014

protonation because they can be more efficiently sol-1015

vated [136]. In more recent work, several authors carried1016

out molecular dynamics simulations with the ReaxFF1017

force field to examine the dissociation of water in the1018

interstices of layered calcium silicate hydrate gel [137–1019

139,141] the main component of cement and structural1020

model of cementitious materials. These studies showed1021

that water spontaneously reacts in these nanospaces to1022

form Ca-OH and Si-OH groups. The structure induced1023

by H2O dissociation on the rest of the intercalated1024

water was used to interpret some of the mechanical fea-1025

tures of the hydrated material, for example, a hydraulic1026

increase in the shear strength [137] or an enhance in the1027

loading resistance [139]. Some of these studies analyzed1028

the impact of cement composition—which determines1029

the interface charge and polarity—on the fluidity of the1030

confined water [138] and the mechanical properties of1031

the composite [141].1032

Liu et al. were the first to report the pKw in con-1033

finement from molecular simulations [142]. They stud-1034

ied H2O inside slit pores of a clay model, of approxi-1035

mate width 1.5 nm using DFT and the Car–Parrinello1036

method. The coordination constraint proposed by Sprik1037

[65] was adopted in combination with thermodynamic1038

integration to sample the free energy of the dissociation1039

process. This constraint is applied on the oxygen atom1040

of a given water molecule, to force a proton release as1041

the coordination number is shifted from 2 to 1 to pro-1042

duce a hydroxide ion. To analyze the effect of chemical1043

structure, several possible configurations were consid-1044

ered for the cations intercalated in this mineral (Na+
1045

and Mg2+), giving three different layer charge densities 1046

of 0 e (neutral), 0.5 e, and 1 e, respectively. Interestingly, 1047

the authors found that in the neutral clay, the disso- 1048

ciation constant of the confined free water molecules 1049

(those that were not coordinated to a cation) did not 1050

significantly differ from that corresponding to the bulk 1051

phase. Conversely, in the charged pores the acidity of 1052

the free water molecules was shifted down by around 1.5 1053

pKa units. This enhancement was also observed for the 1054

confined coordinated-water molecules when compared 1055

with coordinated H2O molecules in solution. Hence, 1056

these results suggest that layer charge is the origin of 1057

enhanced acidity in nanoconfined water [142]. 1058

In a series of papers, on the basis of CPMD simula- 1059

tions, Marx and collaborators explored the behavior of 1060

water and of its ions inside the pores of mackinawite 1061

[143–146]. This is a layered mineral with formula FeS 1062

which pores constitute a “soft” confining environment, 1063

as they do not exhibit strong, specific interactions with 1064

the water molecules. In slit pores of width 1 nm, water 1065

was seen to organize in a bilayer structure present- 1066

ing liquid-like dynamics [143]. Interestingly, the authors 1067

found that proton transfer was robust with respect to 1068

nanoconfinement, which had no impact on the stan- 1069

dard Grotthuss diffusion of the excess H+(aq) [144], 1070

while it, however, affected substantially the mechanisms 1071

for OH− transport, overstabilizing the anionic Zundel 1072

complex—a transient structure in the bulk phase [145]. 1073

In general, the free-energy landscape for this anion 1074

proved to be highly sensitive to the width of the pore. 1075

This outcome invites to conceive applications based on 1076

nanoconfined alkaline aqueous phases in membranes, 1077

solid electrolytes, or ion-exchangers where OH− trans- 1078

port can be controlled by the size of the pores, without 1079

affecting the rate of proton conduction [145]. 1080

The pKw at high pressure and temperature (∼ 20 MPa 1081

and 500 K) was computed inside this pore in subsequent 1082

work of these authors [146] combining DFT molecu- 1083

lar dynamics and thermodynamic integration with the 1084

coordination constraint defined by Sprik [65]. In con- 1085

trast with the previous results by Liu et al. [142], 1086

here a shift in the equilibrium toward higher dissoci- 1087

ation was reported, equivalent to a drop of roughly 1088

two units in the pKw. This enhancement of the dis- 1089

sociation in confinement was ascribed to a raise in 1090

the dielectric response of water along the pore axis. 1091

This increase in the dielectric constant would explain, 1092

according to this work, the larger value of Kw in terms 1093

of a differential stabilization of the dissociation prod- 1094

ucts, the hydronium and hydroxide ions, thanks to a 1095

better electrostatic screening in the confined media. 1096

In a related article, and using a similar methodology, 1097

Muñoz-Santiburcio and Marx conducted a systematic 1098

exploration of the reaction paths in the formation of a 1099

dipeptide (diglycine) from a single amino acid (glycine) 1100

within a pore of mackinawite at elevated pressure and 1101

temperature [147]. This chemistry is of relevance in the 1102

context of a prebiotic peptide cycle hypothesis. This 1103

exhaustive study, which considered seven intermediate 1104

species with their possible hydrolysis and back reac- 1105

tions, indicated a general tendency to lower reaction 1106
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barriers in confinement compared to bulk solution in1107

the same conditions of pressure and temperature. This1108

effect was traced to the stabilization of charged species1109

that provide alternative or smoother paths along the1110

reactive cycle. For example, in some steps a modifica-1111

tion from a concerted to a stepwise mechanism involv-1112

ing charged intermediates was detected when going1113

from the solution to the pore [147].1114

More recently, Perez-Sirkin et al. investigated water1115

dissociation in a (6,6) carbon nanotube, employing1116

DFT molecular dynamics simulations and a free-energy1117

sampling scheme similar to the one discussed in the1118

studies reviewed above [148]. In this kind of pores, with1119

a diameter of around 8 Å, water molecules form one-1120

dimensional wires where, according to different compu-1121

tations, proton diffusion is much faster than in the bulk1122

phase [149–153]. Allegedly, this feature arises from the1123

molecular alignment imposed by the pore that facili-1124

tates proton transfer with almost no reorganization of1125

the hydrogen bonds, at variance with the corresponding1126

mechanism in solution [71,75,154,155].1127

Under this one-dimensional confinement, the free-1128

energy barrier to dissociation was found to increase1129

by nearly 25%, amounting to a drop of about three1130

orders of magnitude in Kw. The calculated free-energy1131

profiles are displayed in Fig. 6. The highly restrained1132

hydrogen-bond network around the ions imposed by1133

the nanotube was considered to be the cause of this1134

significant inhibition of water dissociation. The right1135

panel of Fig. 6 illustrates the number of hydrogen bonds1136

affecting the hydronium and hydroxide species both1137

in the bulk phase and in confinement. It can be seen1138

that this number, which fluctuates between 3 and 4 for1139

both ions in solution, drops to only 2 inside the carbon1140

nanotube. In the latter, the destabilization of charged1141

species strongly penalizes dissociation, and thus, it is1142

under coordination that dominates the chemical equi-1143

librium in this kind of pores [148].1144

The incidence of quantum nuclear effects on proton1145

and hydroxide diffusion, as well as on self-dissociation1146

mechanisms, was examined in water clusters and wires1147

resorting to path integral molecular dynamics or related1148

approaches [153,156,157]. In small clusters at cryogenic1149

temperatures, quantum proton tunneling contributes to1150

the stabilization of charge separated, [H3O]+[OH]− ion1151

pairs [157]. On the other hand, isotopic exchange in1152

small clusters showed the predominance of the lighter1153

isotope at dangling bonds, which becomes more sig-1154

nificant at lower temperatures as a consequence of1155

the quantum kinetics associated with core and surface1156

atoms [158,159]. In general, quantum nuclear effects1157

augment the amplitude of nuclear fluctuations, provok-1158

ing the broadening of IR spectroscopic signals [156], but1159

any substantial incidence of these effects on reactivity1160

or dissociation of confined water at higher temperatures1161

is unlikely.1162

3.4 A reflection on dissociation and confinement 1163

As a summary of the studies analyzed in this section, 1164

current experimental and theoretical evidence indicates 1165

that confinement sensibly affects the physical chemistry 1166

of water and its solutions. This has been namely estab- 1167

lished for diffusivity and dynamics, transition temper- 1168

atures, and dielectric response, to mention some of the 1169

most prominent properties analyzed. 1170

Are water dissociation and reactivity affected to sim- 1171

ilar extents under confinement? In answering this ques- 1172

tion, it is central to recognize that it is often not possible 1173

to separate the effect of confinement from that of the 1174

interfacial interactions. The experimental literature on 1175

reactivity in confined aqueous nanophases reviewed in 1176

subsection 2.3 suggests that these interactions have the 1177

utmost responsibility for the acceleration or inhibition 1178

of reaction kinetics. While physical effects on equilib- 1179

rium and rate constants derived from system dimen- 1180

sions, as those discussed in references [92] and [105], 1181

may have an impact in certain class of reactions, the 1182

main factor controlling mechanisms and energetic bar- 1183

riers appears to be the nature of the interface. Polar and 1184

charged surface groups, or substituents able to establish 1185

specific interactions with H2O or to stabilize its ions, 1186

will have a more disrupting effect on reactivity than 1187

that arising from the size factor. As a matter of fact, 1188

to consider confinement separately from the immanent 1189

surface interactions or surface patterning is just an ide- 1190

alization. Even for clusters or nanodroplets dispersed 1191

in the vacuum or vapor phases, the gas–liquid frontier 1192

determines the structure and orientation of the outer 1193

water layers that may eventually affect reactivity [89]. 1194

Boundary effects are imposed as well by hydrophobic 1195

surfaces, on which water develops an ice-like character. 1196

In any case, confinement and interactions cannot be 1197

thought individually, but they are the two sides of the 1198

same coin. 1199

At extreme or subnanometer confinement, however, 1200

interactions may become a secondary ingredient, and 1201

size constraints start to dominate the physical chem- 1202

istry of water. This is the case of water wires in (6,6) 1203

carbon nanotubes, or bidimensional water monolayers 1204

in slit pores. Here, the molecular rotational degrees of 1205

freedom and the hydrogen bond network are deeply 1206

affected, and it is geometry and size that determines the 1207

water structure. On the other hand, the physical behav- 1208

ior of confined water rapidly converges to that of the 1209

bulk beyond 1 nm from the interface, where interactions 1210

are already screened or decorrelated; this means that in 1211

pores larger than 5–10 nm, in which the region subject 1212

to interfacial interactions represents already a minor 1213

fraction of the enclosed volume, “confinement effects” 1214

start to fade. 1215
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Fig. 6 Left panel: free-energy profiles for the dissociation
of water in bulk (black) and confined in a (6,6) carbon nan-
otube (red), computed from first-principles Car–Parrinello
molecular dynamics using the coordination number as the
reaction coordinate: 2 and 1 correspond to initial state and
final dissociated state, respectively (see text). Configura-
tions sampled along the reaction coordinate are depicted in

the insets. Right panel: Histogram of the number of hydro-
gen bonds formed by the hydronium and the hydroxide
ions. Blue: hydronium in the bulk phase. Red: Hydroxide in
the bulk phase. Green: hydronium in the nanotube. Indigo:
hydroxide in the nanotube. Reproduced with permission
from Ref. [148]. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Soci-
ety

4 Slow dynamics of water in hydrophilic1216

nanopores1217

Water has a major influence on properties of substrates1218

in different applications in biology, chemistry, desalina-1219

tion, carbon materials, cements. From a more funda-1220

mental point of view, it is also of great interest to under-1221

stand how the properties of water are modified by the1222

interaction with the substrates [160]. Bulk water shows1223

a peculiar behavior upon supercooling with a num-1224

ber of anomalies with respect to other simple liquids1225

[161]. In recent years among the various scenarios that1226

have been hypothesized for explaining these anomalies1227

experiments and computer simulations indicated the1228

existence of a liquid–liquid critical point (LLCP) in the1229

region where supercooling is still experimentally very1230

difficult. This would be the terminal point of the coexis-1231

tence of a high-density liquid (HDL) with a low-density1232

liquid (LDL) [6,7,162–166].1233

The existence of a LLCP implies the presence of a1234

Widom line, the locus of the maxima of the correlation1235

length emanating from the LLCP in the single-phase1236

region [167].1237

The Widom line was found to have an important role1238

both in thermodynamics and in dynamical properties1239

of supercooled water being connected to the so-called1240

Fragile to Strong Crossover (FSC) that water undergoes1241

upon supercooling [168] both in experiments on con-1242

fined water and in computer simulations in bulk water,1243

in aqueous solutions and in confined water [169–175].1244

The Widom line has been recently measured in bulk1245

supercooled water [7,164]. The FSC is present also in1246

hydration water close to the surface of proteins and1247

biomolecules [176–178] and in aqueous solutions of elec- 1248

trolytes [175]. 1249

Due to the relevant role of water on hydrophilic sub- 1250

strates and/or in hydrophilic pores, it is important to 1251

understand how the static and dynamical properties of 1252

supercooled water change when it is confined. 1253

In this section, we focus on the interplay between 1254

thermodynamics and dynamics of confined water. Since 1255

confining water in restricted geometry often prevents 1256

crystallization if the substrate is disordered, making 1257

less difficult to perform experiments in the supercooled 1258

region, the behavior of confined water can be a possible 1259

route to the definitive clarification of the origins of the 1260

bulk water anomalies. 1261

We review in the following the main results that some 1262

of the authors of this paper obtained in computer sim- 1263

ulation of water confined in hydrophilic silica pores. 1264

An important insight on the dynamics of water in 1265

confinement was given in refs. [179–183]. By means of 1266

molecular dynamics simulations, it was studied water 1267

confined inside a cylindrical silica nanopore of 4 nm 1268

diameter, closely mimicking the structure of Vycor 1269

glass. 1270

The silica nanopore was carved inside a silica glass 1271

obtained from simulation by quenching a melted SiO2 1272

crystal followed by a proper elimination of all silicon 1273

atoms with less than four oxygen neighbors, and sat- 1274

uration of dangling bonds of the resulting corrugated 1275

inner surface of the pore with acidic hydrogens. Water 1276

was simulated with the SPC/E model [184]. For the first 1277

time, it was realized how water molecules in close con- 1278

tact with a hydrophilic substrate are able to arrange 1279

themselves in a way that makes it possible for the 1280

remaining of the water molecules to recover a bulk-like 1281

behavior. 1282
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Fig. 7 Upper Panel: snapshot of the MCM-41 system pro-
jected in two dimension at T = 300 K. The box length is
L = 4.278 nm, and the diameter of the cylindrical pore is
1.5 nm. The acidic hydrogens are the inner, darker sticks,
the water molecules are the dark and light spheres, and the
silica molecules are the outer sticks. Figure from Ref. [202].
Bottom Panel: density profile of oxygen atoms of water con-
fined in MCM-41 along the pore radius with origin at the
center of the pore at T = 300K. The density of the free
water is around 1.0 g/cm3. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [173]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

The study of the slow dynamics in hydrophilic1283

nanopores was extended by subsequent studies [173,1284

174,185] with a different model of nanopore, a model1285

representing the ordered mesoporous silica material1286

MCM-41. The cylindrical pore was built with the same1287

realistic procedure as the pore of Vycor and it was1288

carved with a much smaller diameter of 1.5 nm. As in1289

the previous study, the internal surface of the nanopore1290

is corrugated and highly hydrophilic. The pore was1291

filled with SPC/E water. A snapshot of the pore is1292

shown in the upper panel of Fig. 7.1293

The density profiles of the water contained in Vycor1294

and inside the MCM-41 pore are qualitatively similar.1295

The MCM-41 case is shown in the bottom panel of1296

Fig. 7. Water in contact with the pore surface forms a1297

well-defined layer where the H-bond network is strongly1298

modified (bound water). The bound water screens the1299

hydrophilic interaction so that the internal layers are1300

composed by molecules arranged in a network similar1301

to bulk water (free water).1302

The crossover between bound and free water is at 1303

the end of the first oscillations at higher density of the 1304

density profiles, and it is at a distance of 0.6 nm from 1305

the pore surface that corresponds approximately to two 1306

water layers. Both in Vycor and in MC-M41, the hydro- 1307

gen bond network of bound water is distorted and the 1308

residence time of the water molecules is found to be 1309

dependent on the distance in the region close to the sub- 1310

strate. The first two layers closer to the substrate show 1311

in fact high residence times [182–184]. The interaction 1312

of bound water with the substrate affects therefore not 1313

only the structure and the hydrogen bond network, but 1314

also the dynamics. Bound water is indeed observed to 1315

be nearly immobile, and upon supercooling, the inter- 1316

actions with the substrate lead to a strong decrease in 1317

mobility, a subdiffusive behavior, and a very important 1318

increase in relaxation times [182–184]. 1319

Conversely, free water behaves, both in Vycor and in 1320

MCM41, as bulk water of comparable density also upon 1321

cooling. It is a consequence of these layering effects that 1322

free water shows static and dynamical properties that 1323

are very similar to bulk water under supercooling. 1324

Through a proper shell analysis of the Self Interme- 1325

diate Scattering Functions (SISFs), the translational 1326

dynamics of bound and free water has been stud- 1327

ied in detail separately. While bound water is in the 1328

glassy state already at ambient temperature, the free 1329

water undergoes a kinetic glass transition. Moreover, 1330

the dynamics of supercooled free water is equivalent 1331

to that of bulk water [174,179,180,185]. In particular, 1332

it follows the predictions of the Mode Coupling Theory 1333

(MCT) of glassy dynamics [186] as found for bulk water 1334

[187,188]. 1335

MCT is a popular theory which is able to describe 1336

the slow stretched dynamics of water and other glass- 1337

forming simple liquids in the region of mild super- 1338

cooling. MCT makes precise predictions on the tem- 1339

perature behavior of the α-relaxation time, τα, which 1340

characterizes the timescale of the structural relaxation 1341

of the liquid. The α-relaxation times can be, in gen- 1342

eral, extracted from the long-time decay of the water 1343

SISFs by modeling these correlators with a stretched- 1344

exponential function. SISFs of free water were calcu- 1345

lated by excluding the bound water contribution and 1346

the α-relaxation times of free water were obtained in 1347

Refs. [174] and [179] in the case of MCM-41 and in 1348

Vycor, respectively. 1349

The α-relaxation time, as well as the diffusive coef- 1350

ficient, D ∼ 1/τ , of free water follows upon cooling 1351

the power-law behavior in temperature predicted by the 1352

MCT: 1353

τ ∼ (T − TC)−γ (6) 1354

where TC is the MCT crossover temperature and γ 1355

the MCT exponent. A liquid whose relaxation time is 1356

described by Eq. 6 is called fragile. The super-Arrhenius 1357

relaxation times of fragile glass-formers can be equiva- 1358

lently described through the phenomenological Vogel– 1359
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Fig. 8 Main frame: α-relaxation time τ of the free water
confined in MCM-41 silica as function of 1000/T . The con-
tinuous red line is the VFT fit via Eq. 7. The dashed blue
line is the Arrhenius fit via Eq. 3. The FSC takes place at
TL ∼ 215K. Upper Inset: specific heat of the system as func-
tion of 1000/T showing a peak at the FSC. Bottom Inset:
inverse temperature derivative of ln (τ), used to precisely
locate the temperature of the FSC. Adapted with permis-
sion from Ref. [174]. Copyright 2010 American Chemical
Society

Fulcher–Tammann (VFT) relation:1360

τ ∼ eBT0/(T−T0) (7)1361

where B is the fragility parameter and T0 is an1362

ideal glass transition temperature. Equation 7 is widely1363

employed in the analysis of experimental data. The α-1364

relaxation time of the free water in MCM-41 is shown1365

in Fig. 8 as a function of the temperature. The continu-1366

ous line is a fit of the data according to Eq. 8 [174]. The1367

fit yields B = 0.25 and T0 = 200 K. Importantly, the1368

values obtained are similar to the experimental values1369

[169,189].1370

The fit of the same data to Eq. 6 shows a very good1371

agreement with the simulation data of the free water in1372

the pore and yields: a value for the MCT crossover tem-1373

perature of TC = 195 K and a value for the power law1374

exponent γ = 3.2 [186]. These values are quite similar1375

to the values obtained by simulations in the bulk phase1376

[187,188]. The dynamics of free water contained in the1377

MCM41 was also intensively tested for other MCT pre-1378

dictions [186], such as the time–temperature superposi-1379

tion principle and the scaling exponents of the theory.1380

All the tests done revealed how free water contained in1381

a hydrophilic confining material follows MCT behavior1382

in the region of mild supercooling.1383

Upon further supercooling, the MCT no longer holds,1384

and free water undergoes a dynamical transition, where1385

the fragile MCT behavior turns in a regime dominated1386

by activated processes characterized by an Arrhenius1387

law for the α-relaxation time. In this regime, the liquid1388

is called strong and the relaxation time can be fitted1389

with the Arrhenius behavior, 1390

τ ∼ eEA/kBT (8) 1391

where EA = 34 kJ/mol is the activation energy of the 1392

liquid, again similar to the experimental value [169]. 1393

As stated above the transition from a fragile to a 1394

strong behavior is called Fragile to Strong Crossover 1395

(FSC), and it is observed in the free water in MCM- 1396

41 at temperature TL ∼ 215 K [174,186], in agree- 1397

ment with experiments of quasielastic neutron scatter- 1398

ing [169,189] and nuclear magnetic resonance measure- 1399

ments [190,191]. For comparison, bulk water at compa- 1400

rable density shows the FSC at the same temperature 1401

TL ∼ 215 K [192]. Simultaneously with the FSC of the 1402

relaxation time of free water, at TL also a clear peak of 1403

the specific heat of the system was observed. The peak 1404

of the specific heat can be considered a signature of the 1405

Widom line. So, the FSC appears to take place at the 1406

crossing of the Widom line also in confinement. This 1407

result indicates that the important connection between 1408

dynamics and thermodynamics in water found for the 1409

bulk [168–173] remains also in confinement. 1410

The interplay between dynamics and thermodynam- 1411

ics and also structure of the free water confined in 1412

MCM-41 was further investigated in the simulation 1413

study of Ref. [187], in terms of the two-body entropy. 1414

The two-body entropy, s2, is the second-order term of 1415

the n-body expansion of the excess entropy. The excess 1416

entropy, se, of a liquid gives an estimation of the acces- 1417

sible configurations, and it is related to the diffusion by 1418

the equation [193]: 1419

D ∼ AeBsC/kB (9) 1420

where A and B are two constants. 1421

The excess entropy can be approximated by the two- 1422

body entropy s2, of which it is an upper bound: 1423

se ∼ s2 (10) 1424

It should be noted that both the entropies of water, se 1425

and s2, independently show anomalous behavior in the 1426

phase diagram, correlated with the well-known anoma- 1427

lies of density, diffusion, and relaxation times [194]. The 1428

two-body entropy is a particularly important quantity 1429

as it can be calculated from the static radial distribu- 1430

tion function (RDF), g(r), through: 1431

s2/KB = −2πρ

∫

[g(r)Ing(r) − (g(r) − 1)]r2 dr 1432

(11) 1433

Therefore, under the approximation of Eq. 10, it is 1434

possible to estimate the accessible configurations from 1435

structural correlations of the liquids. From the radial 1436

distribution functions of a liquid, the two-body entropy 1437

can be calculated via Eq. 11 and the behavior of the 1438

two-body entropy upon supercooling can be linked to 1439
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the dynamics of the liquid through Eq. 9. The link1440

between entropy and dynamics and in particular in con-1441

nection with the FSC was already found on bulk water1442

[195].1443

In Ref. [172], oxygen–oxygen RDFs of free water were1444

calculated from simulations of water in MCM-41 span-1445

ning a temperature range from 300 K down to 200 K.1446

RDFs were then corrected accounting for the cylindrical1447

geometry in which the water is confined. It was observed1448

also that the first peak of the RDFs of free water is as1449

sharp and high as in bulk water, while the minimum1450

between the first and second peak is shallower in free1451

water with respect to bulk water, allowing some of the1452

molecules of the second shell to penetrate inward. The1453

corrected-RDFs were then plugged into Eq. 11 to obtain1454

the two-body entropy at all the temperatures investi-1455

gated. The choice of using only the oxygen–oxygen con-1456

tribution is motivated by the fact that the study aims to1457

relate the two-body entropy to the translational dynam-1458

ics of water, where the center of mass nearly coincides1459

to the oxygen atoms. Results are shown in the upper1460

panel of Fig. 14. s2 decreases upon cooling because the1461

structural order of the system increases.1462

To connect the behavior upon supercooling of s2 to1463

the MCT, we can plug in Eq. 6 into Eq. 9, using the1464

approximation of Eq. 10. In this way, we obtain the tem-1465

perature behavior of s2 predicted by the MCT:1466

s2/KB ∼ a + b In(T − TC) (12)1467

where a and b are two constants. Equation (12) implies1468

that the two-body entropy logarithmically diverges in1469

approaching the mode coupling temperature TC.1470

Equation (12) is tested against the two-body entropy1471

of the free water and it is reported in the upper panel of1472

Fig. 14 as a continuous line. The free fit parameters are1473

the two constant a and b, while TC = 195 K is kept fixed1474

at value extracted from the analysis of the α-relaxation1475

time.1476

As it is evident from the upper panel of Fig. 9, s21477

follows the predictions of Eq. 12 at higher tempera-1478

tures and down to the mild-supercooling region. As1479

the temperature goes further down, it deviates from1480

the theoretical MCT prediction and this happens at1481

a temperature around TL, where the relaxation time1482

τ shows the FSC. It is clear therefore that the FSC1483

marks the deviation from the MCT both in the relax-1484

ation times, a purely dynamical quantity, and in the1485

two-body entropy, a thermodynamic quantity related1486

to the structure of water.1487

In the bottom panel of Fig. 9, the inverse of τ is1488

plotted against the two-body entropy. Continuous line1489

is the fit according to Eq. 9 with the approximation1490

of Eq. 10. It is very well satisfied in the MCT regime,1491

while deviations are observed at temperatures below1492

TL. The behavior of s2 can therefore indicate whether1493

the dynamics of the liquid is following the MCT. s21494

gives also evidence of the deviations from MCT, in anal-1495

ogy with the relaxation time.1496

The results shown in this section evidentiate that the1497

strict relation between thermodynamics and dynami-1498

Fig. 9 Upper panel: two body entropy, s2 for the free water
confined in MCM-41 silica as a function of the temperature.
The continuous red line is fit to the MCT behavior in Eq. 12
with TC = 195 K. In the inset, the data are shown as func-
tion of ln ε, where ε = (T − TC)/TC. Bottom panel: inverse
of the α-relaxation time, τ , as function of the two-body
entropy, s2 for the free water confined in MCM-41 silica.
The red curve is the fit to Eq. 9. Adapted from Ref. [172],
with the permission of AIP Publishing

cal behavior found in supercooled bulk water is main- 1499

tained when water is confined, provided the layering 1500

effect is taken appropriately into account. In particu- 1501

lar, it is found that confined water moving in the inner 1502

part of the pores has a MCT behavior in the region 1503

of mild supercooling with a FSC that happens upon 1504

crossing the Widom line. The calculation of the excess 1505

entropy implies that in free water, as it was found for 1506

bulk water, the static pair correlation functions give the 1507

main contribution to the entropy at least in the MCT 1508

region. Below the FSC in bulk water, hopping phenom- 1509

ena intervene to restore ergodicity and erase the diver- 1510

gences of the structural relaxation times and the two- 1511

body entropy [172]. This does not imply that below the 1512

FSC there is a decoupling between the excess entropy 1513

and the dynamics, but it is possible that in the deeply 1514

cold regions higher-order terms in the n-body expansion 1515

of s2 are required. 1516
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Nevertheless, in water and in free water confined1517

inside hydrophilic nanopores the deviation observed in1518

s2 can be very useful to detect the lower temperature1519

limit of the MCT and the crossover from the frag-1520

ile to the strong regime of the dynamics. Importantly1521

static RDFs are measured experimentally, and there-1522

fore, these behaviors can be tested.1523

5 Anomalous dynamics in confined water1524

under extreme conditions1525

In this section, we will discuss some recent computa-1526

tional findings and some open questions about water1527

under extreme confinement. We start discussing the1528

behavior of water when confined between walls—as1529

in the case of water inside a nanopore made by two1530

graphene walls. Next, we overview the dynamics of1531

water inside nanotubes and, finally, the behavior of1532

water and salty water flowing through nanopores in 2D1533

materials—as the ones observed in graphene or MoS21534

sheets.1535

5.1 Water under extreme confinement between1536

walls1537

Calero and Franzese [196], using all-atom molecular1538

dynamics simulations, study the properties of water1539

nanoconfined between rigid graphene plates. They show1540

that water dynamic and thermodynamic properties1541

exhibit oscillatory dependence, with multiple minima1542

and maxima, on the plates separation. At variance with1543

the behavior observed earlier by Krott and Bordin [197]1544

using a core-softened approach, Calero and Franzese1545

find that sub-nm confined water diffuses faster than1546

bulk [196]. Building upon the well-known correlation1547

between layering and dynamics, Calero and Franzese1548

explain this behavior by connecting it to the oscilla-1549

tions of the free energy and the pressure, clarifying1550

the peculiar role of the hydrogen bonds. To mimic the1551

conditions in which confined water is mostly encoun-1552

tered in nature, and in possible applications, Calero1553

and Franzese simulate a system confined between two1554

24.6◦A × 25.5◦A rigid graphene plates at separation1555

widths w/◦A = 7, 9, 12.5 and 14, coupled to a large1556

reservoir of N = 2796 TIP4P/2005-water molecules1557

[198] at constant temperature (T = 300 K, if not indi-1558

cated otherwise) in a fixed volume V = 42×42×51◦ A3.1559

Water interacts with the carbon atoms placed in a1560

rigid graphene configuration through a Lennard–Jones1561

potential with parameters from the CHARMM27 force1562

field [199]. To minimize boundaries effects, they cal-1563

culate the observables within a region with section1564

A = 15◦ A × 15◦A and width w. Since the reservoir1565

is at constant N , V , T , the central region is at constant1566

µ, P ,T .1567

As expected, they find that water organizes into lay-1568

ers parallel to the confining walls (Fig. 10a) [196]. Water1569

forms separated layers at well-defined values of w. As1570

Fig. 10 a Water density profile as a function of the dis-
tance, z, from the center of the nanoconfined region between
the plates, for different slit-pore widths, w/◦A = 7, 9, 12.5
and 14. b Variation of the internal slit-pore hygroscopicity,
i.e., the derivative of the number of water molecules, Nw, in
the analyzed central region (see text), as a function of w.
Adapted from Ref. [196] with permission from Elsevier

we will conclude at the end of this section, these perfect 1571

sizes of the slit-pore, at T = 275 K, are w1 ≈ 6.75◦A 1572

for one layer; w2 ≈ 9.5◦A for two layers; w3 ≈ 13.5◦
1573

A for three layers, in agreement with previous works 1574

under similar conditions [200]. 1575

As a consequence of the formation of layers, the 1576

number of water molecules, Nw, confined in the cen- 1577

tral region, i.e., the internal slit-pore hygroscopicity, 1578

exhibits a step-like dependence on plate separation 1579

w, as seen also in [200]. The derivative, dNw/dw 1580

(Fig. 10b), is a measure of the variation of the slit-pore 1581

hygroscopicity upon changing w and exhibits a non- 1582

monotonic behavior. Minima in hygroscopicity varia- 1583

tion occur around perfect sizes wi for a number i of 1584

layers. Maxima in hygroscopicity variation occur at 1585

slit-pore intermediate sizes wi,i+1 ≡ (wi + wi+1)/2, 1586

with integer i ≥ 1. Maxima variations imply that a 1587

small increase (decrease) of w induces a large increase 1588

(decrease) of Nw, while minima instead imply weak 1589

dependence of Nw on w. Hence, maxima are related 1590
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Fig. 11 Dynamics of confined water molecules as a func-
tion of graphene-plate distance w at T = 300K and T =
275 K. a Diffusion coefficient parallel to the plates D‖. b
Reorientation relaxation time τ2. Adapted from Ref. [196]
with permission from Elsevier

to an instability of the system, while minima to sta-1591

ble configurations. As we will discuss at the end of this1592

section, perfect and intermediate sizes correspond to1593

minima and maxima in the free energy of the confined1594

water, respectively [196]. Hence, dNw/dw is a proxy of1595

the free energy.1596

Next, Calero and Franzese study the dynamics of1597

water confined in the central region at two different1598

temperatures, T = 300 K and at T = 275 K, and find1599

that both the diffusion coefficient parallel to the walls,1600

D‖, and the rotational relaxation time, τ2, exhibit a1601

non-monotonic dependence on the slit-pore width w1602

(Fig. 11) [196]. At the lower T , with resulting pressure1603

P = 400 bar, the water diffusion stops for w ≈ w2,1604

due to a phase transition from liquid to hexagonal1605

ice bilayer [201,202]. Hence, water in a graphene slit-1606

pore has a reentrant melting transition around w2 at1607

T = 275 K and p = 400 bar, i.e., at ≈ 28 K above the1608

equilibrium liquid–ice Ih melting temperature of bulk1609

TIP4P/2005 [203].3 1610

They notice that the non-monotonic dependence of1611

the water dynamics on the slit-pore width w shows1612

a clear correlation with the hygroscopicity variation,1613

dNw/dw, with w. The dynamics is faster at the inter- 1614

mediate sizes wi,i+1, where the hygroscopicity varia- 1615

tion is maximum, and slower at the perfect sizes wi, 1616

where the hygroscopicity variation is minimum, consis- 1617

tent with the observation that maxima in dNw/dw cor- 1618

respond to instabilities and minima to stable configu- 1619

rations. Hence, their observation supports the intuitive 1620

understanding that unstable configurations increase the 1621

mobility, challenging the conclusion that the water-flow 1622

enhancement in sub-nm channels is due to an increased 1623

structural order of water under extreme nanoconfine- 1624

ment [204] also affects the hydration pressure, Π ≡ 1625

p⊥
in − p⊥

out, i.e., the difference between the water pres- 1626

sure inside, p⊥
in, and outside the slit-pore, p⊥

out, and 1627

perpendicular to the walls. They find that Π oscil- 1628

lates between positive and negative values as a function 1629

of the slit-pore width w (Fig. 12a). They observe the 1630

same behavior at T = 275 K (not shown) [196], where 1631

the maximum reaches 1 GPa. At both, T = 300 K and 1632

T = 275 K, Π is, therefore, of the same order of magni- 1633

tude of the disjoint pressure found in the experiments 1634

[204]. 1635

The pressure Π vanishes both at perfect and inter- 1636

mediate sizes, wi and wi,i+1, respectively. This can be 1637

understood considering that wi (wi,i+1) correspond to 1638

free-energy minima (maxima), i.e., stable (unstable) 1639

equilibrium configurations. To understand the max- 1640

ima and minima in Π, Calero and Franzese calculate 1641

the free-energy variation per confined water molecule, 1642

∆f(w), as the work against the hydration forces to 1643

approach the two plates from a large separation, e.g., 1644

w0 = 17◦ A, to any smaller w [205,206], 1645

∆f(w) ≡ −A

∫ w

W0

Π(w
′

)/Nw′ dw′. (13) 1646

Because Π oscillates, also ∆f(w) does (Fig. 12b), 1647

with minima corresponding to the perfect sizes of the 1648

slit-pore, and maxima to the intermediate sizes, with an 1649

absolute minimum, ∆f(w) ≈ −3.0 kJ/mol, at w ≈ w2, 1650

i.e., for a bilayer (Fig. 12b). This is consistent with the 1651

stable bilayer hexagonal ice found at lower T at the 1652

same size [201,202]. Other free-energy minima at w1 1653

and w3 are ≈ 30% and ≈ 60% weaker, respectively, 1654

consistent with experiments [207–209], and simulations 1655

[200], showing that nanoconfined water, under similar 1656

conditions, forms preferentially bilayers and, less fre- 1657

quently, monolayers. The free-energy barrier between 1658

the two minima at w1 and w2 is twice as large as the 1659

thermal energy per mole at the considered T , making 1660

unlikely the spontaneous crossing from w2 to w1. 1661

Calero and Franzese discuss in detail also the dif- 1662

ferent origin of the two free-energy minima at w2 and 1663

w1, showing that the first is controlled by the internal 1664

energy due to effective attractive forces as in Lennard– 1665

Jones liquids [205]. The second at w1, instead, has an 1666

entropic origin, due to the disordering of the water 1667

hydrogen bonds under the action of effective repulsive 1668

forces, and it is absent in Lennard–Jones liquids [206]. 1669

Finally, from the free-energy analysis it is clear that the 1670
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Fig. 12 a The hydration pressure Π as a function of the
slit-pore width w at T = 300 K is vanishing at perfect
and intermediate size values of w (see text) is maximum
at undersized values of w and minimum (negative) at over-
sized values of w. b Work, per confined water molecule,
performed to approach the graphene plates from w0 to w,
as a function of the separation w, for T = 300 K. Adapted
from Ref. [196] with permission from Elsevier

maxima of hydration pressure occur for slit-pore sizes1671

between wi,i+1 and wi+1, i.e., undersized widths, while1672

minima for sizes between wi and wi,i+1, i.e., oversized1673

widths. In conclusion, Calero and Franzese give a ratio-1674

nal for recent experiments with water under extreme1675

confinement in terms of the unique properties of water1676

and its hydrogen bond network.1677

5.2 Water-like liquids under extreme confinement1678

Krott and Bordin employed a simpler model to study1679

the behavior of water confined under extreme condi-1680

tions [197]. As a computationally cheaper alternative1681

to atomistic models, core-softened (CS) potentials have1682

been extensively applied to understand the behavior1683

of fluids with water-like anomalies [210–212], although1684

they lack the hydrogen bond directionality that is1685

responsible for the characteristic entropy–energy bal-1686

ance of water [213]. In this way, they simulated a system1687

composed of spherically symmetric CS particles inter-1688

acting by the potential proposed by de Oliveira et al. 1689

[211]. The confining walls were simulated as flat repul- 1690

sive surfaces, and two distinct scenarios were explored. 1691

In the first one, the walls were considered fixed, sepa- 1692

rated by a distance Lz—as in the atomistic approach 1693

by Calero and Franzese [196]—and a second case were 1694

the wall were treated as pistons free to oscillate around 1695

the equilibrium position given an applied pressure pz 1696

in the confining direction. The presence of two-length 1697

scales in the CS potential mimics the two character- 1698

istic lengths in water molecules interactions: a further 1699

distance that represents the case of formed hydrogen 1700

bonds, and a closer length scale, observed when the H 1701

bond is broken and the molecules can approach. 1702

The CS study indicated an oscillatory behavior in the 1703

dynamical properties when the walls are fixed in space, 1704

as we show in Fig. 13a. The location of the minima 1705

in the diffusion coefficient is related to changes in the 1706

structure, with the particles moving from the second to 1707

the first length scale—in other works, the H bonds are 1708

being broken and the system is becoming disordered. 1709

Interesting, if the walls are free to oscillate, the oscilla- 1710

tory behavior in the CS fluid dynamics vanishes, as we 1711

show in Fig. 13b. 1712

This indicates that the wall properties play a major 1713

role in the water behavior under extreme confinement. 1714

For instance, Krott et al. also have shown that the 1715

rugosity of the confining wall can change the phase 1716

diagram and influence the water-like anomalies for CS 1717

potentials [214]. They observed that the existence of 1718

the liquid–liquid transition is sensitive to the rugosity 1719

and nanopore width. Likewise, the wall structure pre- 1720

vents the crystallization observed when the fluid is con- 1721

fined inside smooth nanopores, affecting the anomalous 1722

dynamic behavior [215]. 1723

A more recent work by Yang and Guo has observed 1724

how the graphene wall chirality affects the dynam- 1725

ics of water using atomistic simulations [216]. They 1726

found that the chirality-dependent behavior was mainly 1727

induced by the variation of the liquid–solid inter- 1728

action energy barrier when the confined water was 1729

driven along different crystallographic orientations of 1730

the graphene wall. Therefore, the behavior of water 1731

under extreme confinement is extremely dependent 1732

from the walls characteristics. In this sense, we explore 1733

in the next section how the dynamics of water is affected 1734

by the confinement inside different nanopores. 1735

5.3 Anomalous dynamics inside nanotubes 1736

Bulk water presents a unusual dynamical behavior. 1737

While for most materials the self-diffusion coefficient, 1738

D, decreases with the system pressure (or density), 1739

water shows a increase and a maximum in D as func- 1740

tion of the pressure [217–219]. This peculiar feature 1741

is related to the hydrogen bonding network of water: 1742

In the anomalous regions, there is an excess of bond- 1743

ing compared to the non-anomalous regime, with each 1744

water molecule forming, in average, more than 4 H- 1745

bonds [219]. An alternative explanation, based on the 1746
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Fig. 13 a Lateral diffusion constant normalized by the
bulk diffusion as function of the walls separation for the CS
fluid confined between fixed walls at distinct temperatures.
b Lateral diffusion constant normalized by the bulk diffu-
sion as function of the wall pressure for the CS fluid confined
between oscillatory walls at distinct temperatures. Adapted
from Ref. [197], with the permission of AIP Publishing

cooperative rearranging regions of the hydrogen bonds,1747

is presented in Ref. [220]1748

Water under extreme geometrical constraints, as the1749

observed in confinement inside natural and artificial1750

nanopores, will have the average number of H-bonds1751

per molecule suppressed by the confinement. With this,1752

we can expect not only new morphological and struc-1753

tural features, but distinct dynamical behavior, unseen1754

in bulk water. In fact, the seminal works by Mart́ı1755

and Gordillo [221,222] new vibrational bands and fre-1756

quency shifts, do not observed in bulk, were observed in1757

molecular simulations of water confined inside carbon1758

nanotubes (CNTs). This indicated that constrictions4 1759

imposed by the carbon nanotubes wall can strongly1760

affect the dynamics of water, in ways that are not pre-1761

dicted by the classical fluid mechanics.1762

The solution of classical equations, as Navier–Stokes,1763

for the dynamics of fluids under cylindrical constric-1764

tion shows that the flow (or the self-diffusion coefficient 1765

D) should decrease as the confinement becomes more 1766

extreme [223,224]. So, we can expect a smaller D as the 1767

CNT radius shrinks. However, as observed by Mashl et 1768

al. [225] and later by other works [226,227], water inside 1769

CNT has a peculiar behavior, with two distinct regimes. 1770

Above a certain threshold, D decreases as the radius 1771

gets smaller—the usual behavior. At the threshold, 1772

where the radius is approximately twice the water 1773

molecule size, the water freezes or has a minimum in 1774

the diffusion coefficient. These results make sense— 1775

as we shrink the tube, the water should stop moving. 1776

But the unexpected is observed as the radius becomes 1777

even small: D increases as the radius decreases! This 1778

anomalous dynamics, observed in molecular simula- 1779

tions, was later confirmed by experiments. For instance, 1780

Majumder et al. [228], Holt et al. [229], Qin et al. [230] 1781

and Sechi et al. [231] observed a water flow enhanced 1782

hundreds of times in comparison with the expected from 1783

the classical solutions for CNT with diameter smaller 1784

than 2 nm. 1785

As Striolo has shown first [232], and others works 1786

extended this discussion [233–235], the huge flow is 1787

related to the so-called single-file regime. In this regime, 1788

the water molecules assume a linear conformation, with 1789

long time lasting hydrogen bonds. Due to the confine- 1790

ment and the hydrophobic characteristic of the CNTs, 1791

the water flows almost without friction with the sur- 1792

face. In fact, at this length scale of confinement, the 1793

fluid-wall friction plays a major role compared with the 1794

fluid viscosity itself [236,237]. 1795

One of the main reasons from the deviation from the 1796

classical fluid mechanics is related to the continuum 1797

regime. Under extreme confinement, as inside CNTs 1798

with small radii, the fluid is ordered in layers, i.e., the 1799

density is not smooth, with one or more maxima and 1800

minima. This discontinuity in the density leads to the 1801

failure in the classical solution. As Bordin et al. have 1802

shown [238], the flow enhancement and the density dis- 1803

continuity are strongly connected not only in the single- 1804

file regime at narrow nanotubes, but even for wider 1805

CNTs. In fact, it was observed in the two layers regime 1806

two distinct diffusive regimes. Therefore, each layer has 1807

distinct structural and dynamical properties. This com- 1808

putational result was later corroborated by the exper- 1809

iments of Hassan et al. [239] and by Parmentier et al. 1810

[240]. 1811

A question that arises is: Can we control the enhanced 1812

flow of water inside nanotubes? One method to do 1813

this is to tune the water-wall interaction by chemi- 1814

cal or physical functionalization, making it more or 1815

less attractive, changing the CNTs hydrophobic nature 1816

[241–244]. As Hummer et al. have shown [245], small 1817

changes in the water–CNT interaction can lead to dras- 1818

tic changed in the water filling and confined flow. Striolo 1819

[246] showed that including hydrophilic oxygen groups 1820

in can change from a non-hydration to a Fickian dif- 1821

fusive regime just controlling the charge discontinuity 1822

introduced by the oxygen atoms on the nanotube wall. 51823

Inspirations by biological nanopores can also be 1824

employed to tune the water flow inside nanotubes [247– 1825
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250]. In these cases, the CNTs are designed to be par-1826

tially hydrophobic, partially hydrophilic. All well, direc-1827

tional modifications inspired in the aquaporins proteins1828

[251] proposed by Zuo et al. [252] are effective to control1829

the water dipole orientation inside carbon nanotubes.1830

The location and distribution of the hydrophilic sites,1831

controlling the hydrophobic–hydrophilic rate, are a use-1832

ful tool to control the water flux. As Ramazani and1833

Ebrahimi have shown, a small hydrophobic region in1834

the tube entrance, with lower interaction in compari-1835

son with the pristine CNT, might interrupt the flow of1836

water molecules [253]. In fact, the functionalization of1837

the CNTs entrances with distinct molecules can change1838

the flow rate, as Chen et al. [254] have shown by dec-1839

oration the entrances with hydrophilic or hydrophobic1840

molecules. Increasing the number of hydrophobic sites1841

can increase the flow up to a threshold, as Moskowitz1842

et al. have shown [255]. Above this threshold, the1843

water structure affects the diffusion, preventing the flow1844

increase, as observed by Bordin and Barbosa [256]. Sim-1845

ilar threshold was found by Xu et al. [257]: As the water1846

channel attraction increases, the flow increases rapidly1847

first and then decreases gradually.1848

Recently, Foroutan et al. showed that rolling a boron1849

nitride nanotube around a CNT can change the water1850

structure and flow inside the CNT [258]. Along the same1851

lines, Bordin, Barbosa et al. have made a series of stud-1852

ies to analyze how the water behaves inside CNT more1853

or less attractive to water. For instance, if the water1854

density is low, the dynamical behavior is not affected1855

by the water–wall interaction regardless the CNT diam-1856

eter. However, at high densities and low CNT diameter1857

the behavior is completely distinct inside hydrophilic1858

or hydrophobic nanotubes [259]. In this scenario, the1859

Stokes−−Einstein relation, that indicates that the self-1860

diffusion coefficient has to decrease when the viscosity1861

increases, i.e., D ∝ Tη−1, is broken inside hydropho-1862

bic nanotubes, but maintained inside hydrophilic nan-1863

otubes [260]. In agreement with other works [236,237],1864

our simulations indicated that the hydrogen bonds rule1865

the distinct behavior. Another ingredient to add is the1866

temperature—at low temperatures the behavior is the1867

same inside hydrophobic and hydrophilic nanotubes,1868

but at high temperatures the diffusion is affected by1869

the wall interaction [261].1870

In addition to the size and the presence of function-1871

alization of the nanotube, the chirality of the carbon1872

nanotube also impacts the water mobility at extreme1873

confining geometries. The water inside the (9,9) nan-1874

otube freezes, while for the (16,0) zigzag tube which1875

has a similar diameter, water is still mobile. The dis-1876

tinction between the two tubes is that the hydrophobic1877

carbon atoms are arranged at different structures in the1878

armchair when compared with the zigzag tubes what1879

impacts the water arrangements [262,263]. This result1880

seems to indicate that a very important ingredient for1881

the freezing of water is rather the space inside the tube1882

than the presence of hydrophobic or hydrophilic sites.1883

Nanofluidics is not restricted to carbon nanotubes.1884

Another example of a single-layer material that once1885

wrapped forms a nanotube is the molybdenum disul-1886

fide (MoS2) which consists of a middle-Mo layer sand- 1887

wiched between two S layers. Differently from graphene, 1888

water spontaneously fills the region separated by two 1889

MoS2 nanosheets showing that water inside the bilayer 1890

of MoS2 is more structured when compared with the 1891

water within graphene sheets [264]. In the case of 1892

MoS2 nanotubes, water also exhibits a freezing fol- 1893

lowed by a single line behavior as observed for carbon 1894

nanotubes [265]. But the presence of the hydrophobic 1895

and hydrophilic sites at the MoS2 tube induces a non- 1896

Fickian regime [265] and a single-file arrangement at 1897

smaller diameters when compared with the carbon nan- 1898

otube system. 1899

Another example of water confinement in nanostruc- 1900

tures is the metal–organic systems made of metal oxide 1901

clusters and organic linkers with large surface areas. 1902

Differently from the carbon nanotubes, they are easy to 1903

be produced in controlled sizes, volume, and functional- 1904

ization. However, even though water is diffusing inside 1905

these structures, they present relatively low water per- 1906

meability when compared with carbon nanotubes [266] 1907

what might be due to the roughness of the wall. 1908

Other zeolites as the AlPO4 are also easy to be imple- 1909

mented in nanoscale. They form periodic structures 1910

that can be prepared in a highly crystalline form with 1911

nanopores of 1.3 nm. These systems present hydropho- 1912

bic and hydrophilic sites what makes water to form lines 1913

at the wall [267]. These water chains diffuse in helicoidal 1914

chains of the adsorbed water molecules. This mobility is 1915

very different from the observed in water in nanotubes 1916

or inside all-silica isomorph, SSZ-24, which follows sin- 1917

gle linear chains running along the channel axis. The 1918

difference is responsible for the mobility of water inside 1919

the zeolites to be lower than the observed in the nan- 1920

otubes or in the silica structure [268]. 1921

5.4 Confinement in 2D nanopores and water 1922

purification 1923

Nanofluidics of the nanostructures described in the pre- 1924

vious section such as carbon nanotubes suggest that 1925

water inside such structures can flow at rates greater 1926

than predicted by continuum fluid dynamics. This 1927

superlubricity can be understood in the framework of 1928

the failure of the continuous stress conditions of the 1929

classical theory as the nanotube diameter decreases. 1930

The same explanation can not be employed in the case 1931

of the flow through nanopores where the thickness of 1932

the membrane is not consistent with the hydrodynamic 1933

approach. 1934

However, these materials exhibit a huge water per- 1935

meability not observed in macroscopic systems. 1936

For practical applications, such as desalination, mem- 1937

branes made of carbon nanotubes have been limited 1938

by low salt rejection [269]. The zeolites, even though 1939

present a larger salt rejection, show low water perme- 1940

ability [270]. Therefore, single-layer membranes became 1941

an interesting option for these applications. 1942

The first work which analyzed the water perfor- 1943

mance of water in functionalized graphene was made 1944
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by Cohen-Tanugi and Grossman [11] using molecular1945

dynamics (MD) simulations. They showed that this1946

material could produce more than 99% with water per-1947

meance 2–3 orders of magnitude higher than that of1948

current commercially available reverse osmosis mem-1949

branes [271,272]. They studied systems with pore of dif-1950

ferent sizes passivated with with hydroxyl groups and1951

hydrogen atoms. The water permeability observed by1952

Cohen-Tanugi and Grossman [11] and later confirmed1953

by Wang et al. [273] for small pore diameters shows1954

better performance for hydroxyl groups. The cation1955

rejection is larger for passivation with hydrogen atoms,1956

while anion rejection is larger for the passivation with1957

hydroxyl groups [273]. The computational results indi-1958

cate that graphene membranes are a good option for1959

desalination and possible to be produced experimen-1960

tally with different pore diameters [274,275] showing1961

an ultrafast water mobility [276].1962

Even though the functionalization of the graphene1963

layer enhances its permeability, it reduces desalina-1964

tion efficiency [11]. The functional groups create an1965

hydrophilic region at the pore where the water agglom-1966

erates what enhances the flux but depending on the1967

type of the atom at the entrance of the pore it also1968

allows for the entrance of salt what reduces the desali-1969

nation.1970

Another option for membrane desalination is a single1971

layer of transition metal dichalcogenides, in particular1972

the molybdenum disulfide. Compared with graphene,1973

a MoS2 single layer has two types of atoms, molyb-1974

denum and sulfur. The membrane forms three layers1975

connected: S–Mo–S. Depending on the form, the pore is1976

built and it can expose the Mo, S, or both. MoS2. These1977

three types of membranes are an interesting strategy for1978

water purification and salt rejection. Simulations show1979

that Mo only pores (when Mo the atoms are exposed1980

in the MoS2 pore) perform better than the other two1981

options (when S or the S and Mo atoms are exposed in1982

the MoS2 pore) [277]. This difference was attributed to1983

the local charge differences between Mo and S. How-1984

ever, pore sizes and shapes in both cases (Mo or S1985

exposed) are different, and it is unclear whether a larger1986

exposed charge would enhance water velocity inside the1987

pore, or whether this larger velocity would be solely the1988

result of its size and shape.1989

What is the most relevant factor for water perme-1990

ability, size, shape, or charge? Molecular dynamic sim-1991

ulations for pores with fixed size but different charge1992

distributions indicate that the difference in water per-1993

meability between the pores with 0.74 and 0.94 and 1.331994

nm is larger than the differences due to the presence of1995

charges when the water is not frozen [278]. This result1996

suggests that while the charges at the pores are very1997

important for the salt rejection, they are less relevant1998

for water permeability in the absence of salt.1999

MoS2 with pores with diameters from 0.5 to 1 nm2000

shows strong rejection to salt even at simulational high2001

pressures [277]. When mixed with monovalent, divalent,2002

and trivalent salt ions, the nanopore shows a higher2003

rejection rate for multivalent ions, particularly triva-2004

lent, for any pore radius, while the rejection is high for2005

monovalent salt ions only for the small pore diameters. 2006

The water permeation does not vary with the cation 2007

valence, having dependence only with the nanopore geo- 2008

metric and chemical characteristics [279]. 2009

In the case of the water permeation, rate is theo- 2010

retically enhanced by two to five orders of magnitude 2011

using MoS2 compared with commercial polymeric sea- 2012

water reverse osmosis or zeolite [280] membranes. The 2013

MoS2 shows an improvement in the permeation of 70% 2014

when compared with graphene when all conditions iden- 2015

tical in the simulations [277]. The combination of dif- 2016

ferent metal dichalcogenide membranes indicates that 2017

the transition metal atom shows a larger change in the 2018

water permeation when compared with changes in the 2019

chalcogen atom due to differences in the polarization of 2020

water in the vicinity of the double local charge. 2021

The drawback of using simulations is that they are 2022

quite dependent on the specific water and salt models 2023

employed. A comparison between the most used models 2024

showed that water permeability and salt rejection by 2025

the membrane are more influenced by the salt model 2026

than by the water model, especially for the narrow 2027

pore. Even though water in MoS2 exhibits a higher per- 2028

meability and salt rejection than in other membranes, 2029

the specific value depends on the particular salt model 2030

employed [281]. 2031

Experimental realizations of near atom-thickness 2D 2032

transition metal dichalcogenides membranes are still 2033

rare. Using chemical vapor deposition, Hao Li et al. 2034

created a few-layer 2D molybdenum disulfide of 7 nm 2035

thick. They observed that this membrane with porous 2036

of different diameters ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 nm shows 2037

high water permeability ( > 322 L m−2 · h−1 · bar−1) 2038

and high ionic sieving capability ( > 99%) [282]. 2039

An additional aspect of the nanopores is the impact 2040

of the addition of a second pore. Classical analy- 2041

ses assume a single pore size. Analytical calculations 2042

employing hydrodynamic equations showed that pres- 2043

sure drop across the microfilter versus the flow rate 2044

indicates that the flow through one pore is affected 2045

by the addition of a second pore [283]. This calcula- 2046

tion, however, is not valid at the nanoscale. In order to 2047

answer the question of the impact of a second pore in 2048

the permeability of water in MoS2 membranes, molec- 2049

ular dynamic simulations for systems with various pore 2050

distances were performed. The water flow through two 2051

nanopores in MoS2 membranes does not show any 2052

significant hydrodynamic interactions between adja- 2053

cent pores. The water flow in nanoconfined geometries 2054

depends on the local interactions, which is governed 2055

by the layered structure of the liquid in the nanopore 2056

region. Consequently, the collective effect of hydrody- 2057

namic interaction between pores disappears even for 2058

very high pressures [284]. 2059

As emerges from the results presented in this section, 2060

it is worth noting that the behavior of water is fasci- 2061

nating and intriguing from bulk to extreme conditions. 2062

Some unique properties from bulk remain, while others 2063

are enhanced. Probably, the most promising enhanced 2064

property is the anomalous superflow of water in narrow 2065

nanopores. As we discussed, recent computational and 2066
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experimental results show that we have the technology2067

to control the water flow in nanopores and to make2068

nanometric devices with high efficiency in water purifi-2069

cation [285,286]. Water structure inside the nanopores2070

plays a key role to understand their mobility [287]. The2071

structure is not only influence by the water properties,2072

as the two length scales evolved in the H-bond crat-2073

ing/breaking process or the water polarization, but the2074

nanopore structure and mobility are a key parameter2075

as well.2076

The most recent research indicates that chemicals2077

modifications, as the decoration/functionalization of2078

the nanopores with distinct molecules, or physical mod-2079

ifications, as deformations or increase in the degrees of2080

freedom, of the nanopore walls can change and con-2081

trol the water properties under extreme confinement2082

[197,244,256,259,262]. Although there are challenges2083

to overcome, a large advance in the understanding of2084

water behavior inside narrow pores has been achieved.2085

It leaded to the understanding of natural biological and2086

geological process and is leading to large technological2087

advances. However, a huge question remains open: Will2088

the computational results be confirmed by the exper-2089

iments? Although advances were made in this direc-2090

tion in recent years [230,231,288–290], most of the facts2091

regarding the nature of water diffusion in nanopores at2092

the molecular scale have been almost solely acquired by2093

computational studies.2094

6 Transport properties of water and ions2095

under confinement: an experimental2096

approach2097

The transport properties of water and aqueous ions in2098

natural and synthetic mesoporous materials have prac-2099

tical relevance in a number of fields, such as energy stor-2100

age and conversion, nanofluidics, catalysis, and desalin-2101

ization. For this reason, the experimental studies per-2102

formed to shed some light on the main features on the2103

transport properties of water and ionic solutes in nano-2104

metric sized pores have grown rapidly in the last years2105

and they will be reviewed in this section.2106

Most of the experimental studies on the diffusion of2107

water and ionic solutes have been performed on sil-2108

ica mesoporous materials, because different types of2109

ordered (MCM-41 and SBA-15), with single pore size,2110

and disordered pore network materials, with a wide2111

range of pore size, are available. Thus, the self-diffusion2112

of water was determined in porous silica materials by2113

resorting to the pulsed-field gradient (PFG)—1H NMR2114

[291–297] and quasielastic neutron scattering (QENS)2115

[298–304], while the orientational relaxation dynam-2116

ics was studied using ultra-fast IR spectroscopy [305].2117

The inter-diffusion of aqueous salts confined in meso-2118

porous silica in contact with bulk water was also deter-2119

mined by following the depletion of salt concentra-2120

tion from monolithic samples using visible spectroscopy2121

[306–308], or by measuring the increasing electrical2122

conductivity of the water phase [296]. There are also 2123

some studies of self-diffusion of water confined in other 2124

materials, such as activated carbon [309], metal–organic 2125

nanotubes [310], and convex pores of alkylsulfonate 2126

amphiphiles [311], while the diffusion of ions confined 2127

in water nanofilms and nanodroplets was analyzed by 2128

synchrotron X-ray microprobe [312] and dielectric spec- 2129

troscopy [313], respectively. 2130

The ionic current flowing through a nanopore filled 2131

with an electrolyte is affected by the translocation of 2132

molecules and ions across it. Thus, individual molecules 2133

can be detected by applying a voltage across the 2134

nanopore and measuring the current change due to the 2135

translocation [314–316]. Nanopores in two-dimensional 2136

(2D) materials, such as graphene, molybdenum disul- 2137

fide (MoS2), and hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), due to 2138

their atomic thickness naturally give spatial resolution 2139

at the molecular scale for detecting DNA nucleotides or 2140

other biomolecules [317]. 2141

In pore size smaller than the Debye length, ions can 2142

be transported selectively due to the differences in ion 2143

dehydration and chemical and electrostatic interactions 2144

with the walls. Thus, new practical applications emerge, 2145

such as desalination, pressure retarded osmosis, reverse 2146

electrodialysis, battery electrodes, and supercapacitors 2147

[318–320]. In this section, we will review the diffusion 2148

of water and the diffusional and electrical mobility of 2149

ions confined in mesopores materials, where the length 2150

of the pore is much larger than its diameter. 2151

6.1 Diffusion of water in porous silica 2152

It is common to relate the inter-diffusion coefficient of 2153

a specie i, D i, confined in porous media with that of 2154

the bulk, D0
i , through the expression: 2155

Di =
εD0

i

τ
(14) 2156

where ε is the material porosity, which accounts for the 2157

free space available for the transport of the confined 2158

species, and τ is called tortuosity (τ > 1), a dimen- 2159

sionless parameter that accounts for the real length of 2160

the pores compared to an ideal linear pore. In addition 2161

to this simple geometric effect, the tortuosity factor is 2162

affected by the interaction of the species with the pore 2163

surface. In the case of the diffusion of confined water 2164

and aqueous ions, the hydrophobic or hydrophilic char- 2165

acter of the pore walls is a fundamental property to be 2166

considered. 2167

In the case of experimental methods that measure 2168

the self-diffusion of water or aqueous ions confined in 2169

pores, such as NMR and QENS, the porosity should be 2170

discarded in Eq. (14), and the ratio D0
i / Di is a direct 2171

measure of the tortuosity factor. 2172

Figure 14 summarizes the ratio D0
i / Di for ordered 2173

(MCM-41 and SBA-15) and disordered porous silica, 2174

determined by NMR and QENS, as a function of the 2175

pore diameter. A first look indicates that, at the same 2176

pore size, the tortuosity factor is much higher in the 2177
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Fig. 14 Tortuosity factor for the diffusion of water in
ordered (empty symbols) and disordered (full symbols) sil-
ica as a function of the pore size: (•) Vycor/Bioran glass
[292]; (�) CARIACT [293]; (�) CARIACT [296]; (�) GelSil
[297]; (◦) MCM-41 [298], (∆) MCM-41 [299]; (∇) MCM-41
[304]; (�) SBA-15 [303]. The inset shows a zoom of the small
pore ordered silica, and the lines are a guide for the eye

case of disordered materials, which can be assigned to2178

the local rugosity of these materials that becomes rel-2179

evant at pore size below 5 nm, where a clear change2180

with the pore size is observed. However, it could not be2181

discarded that the fabrication methods have an influ-2182

ence on the hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of the pore2183

surface. It is expected that the presence of larger sur-2184

face concentration of silanol groups on the wall’s pore2185

contributes to reduce the mobility of water near the sur-2186

face, an effect that is exacerbated in small pore mate-2187

rials.2188

6.2 Diffusion of aqueous ions in porous silica2189

Takahashi et al. [308] analyzed the pore size effect on2190

the diffusion of aqueous nickel nitrate in mesoporous2191

silica by UV−−visible spectroscopy and observed that,2192

for materials with pore diameters larger than 5 nm, the2193

tortuosity was close to unity and independent of the2194

pore size, while it increases rapidly with decreasing pore2195

diameter because of the reduction in the microscopic2196

mobility of the ions due to their interactions with the2197

wall. A similar trend has been reported by Kunetz and2198

Hench [307] for the diffusion of chromium nitrate in2199

porous sol−gel silica monoliths, with tortuosity increas-2200

ing suddenly in pores smaller than 3 nm. Koone et al.2201

[306] reported diffusion coefficients for Er3+ ions in the2202

4.2 nm diameter pores of a sol−gel glass without dis-2203

cussion about confinement effects.2204

The mobility of ions confined in nanopores is expected 2205

to be determined by ion−−surface interactions and by 2206

the structure and mobility of water, which depends on 2207

the nature of the water−surface interactions. However, 2208

little attention has been paid in the literature to the 2209

experimental study of the coupling of ionic and water 2210

diffusion in mesoporous materials over a wide range 2211

of pore sizes. Corti et al. [296] studied the diffusion 2212

of aqueous alkali chlorides electrolytes (LiCl, KCl, and 2213

CsCl) in silica mesoporous materials with average pore 2214

diameters between 2 and 58 nm by resorting to the mea- 2215

surement of the electrical conductivity of well-stirred 2216

water in contact with macroscopic mesoporous samples 2217

filled with aqueous electrolyte solutions. The diffusion 2218

of water inside the pores follows the same trend with 2219

pore size that the diffusion of electrolytes indicates a 2220

coupling between the ions and water diffusional mobil- 2221

ities. 2222

The tortuosity effect on the diffusion of all stud- 2223

ied electrolytes and water shows a monotonic slight 2224

increase with decreasing diameter for pores larger than 2225

5 nm, while the tortuosity factor increases markedly for 2226

smaller pores, as shown in Fig. 15. In microporous and 2227

mesoporous silica with pore sizes below 10 nm, the tor- 2228

tuosity factor of Li+ ion is much larger than those for 2229

K+ and Cs+ ions, since its diffusion is hindered by 2230

a stronger electrostatic interaction with the ionizable 2231

silanol groups on the pore wall, and also, larger than 2232

that for water diffusion which it is retarded by a weaker 2233

hydrogen bond interaction with the silanol groups. The 2234

differences in tortuosity factors among alkaline chlo- 2235

rides and water become negligible for pore sizes larger 2236

than 10 nm. The spin−lattice relaxation time measure- 2237

ments of 1H-water and Li+ ions confirm this behavior 2238

[296]. 2239

6.3 Ionic conductivity under confinement 2240

Most of the experimental studies of ion transport in 2241

nanopores usually focused on the conductivity of aque- 2242

ous salts, mainly KCl, as a function of the concentra- 2243

tion and pore size, although some of them include the 2244

analysis of selectivity and ion rectification effects. The 2245

conductivity of salts in nanopores is measured on well- 2246

defined geometries that allow comparing the results 2247

with those obtained for the bulk aqueous solutions. 2248

Stein et al. [321] were the first to observe that aque- 2249

ous KCl confined in silica rectangular channels 70– 2250

1000 nm thick exhibits a remarkable degree of conduc- 2251

tion at low salt concentrations that departs strongly 2252

from bulk behavior. The conductivity of the confined 2253

salt decreases with decreasing concentration following 2254

the bulk conductivity, but below a concentration, close 2255

to 0.01 M, the conductivity reaches a constant value 2256

with it is independent of the salt concentration, c, and 2257

the channel thickness, h. Thus, at low KCl concen- 2258

tration the conductivity in the channel exceeded the 2259

expected on the basis of the bulk conductivity by orders 2260

of magnitude. This behavior could be explained by con- 2261

sidering the effect of the negative charge density, σ, on 2262
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Fig. 15 Tortuosity factor for the diffusion of aqueous ions
confined in mesoporous silica. Symbols: Li+ ( ), K+ ( ), and
Cs+ ( ) in CARIACT [296]; Er(NO3)3 and Nd(NO3)3 (�)
[306] Cr(NO3)3 (•) [312], and Ni(NO3)2 (�) [308] in sol–gel
glasses. The lines are a guide for the eye

the channel wall that rejects the Cl− coions and attracts2263

the K+ counterions forming an electric double layer. In2264

the low concentration regime, where κh ≪ 1 (κ being2265

the Debye screening length), and |σ| ≫ ech, the con-2266

ductivity is independent of c and h [321].2267

A similar concentration dependence of the conductiv-2268

ity in confined electrolytes was found for HCl confined2269

in ≈ 7–8 nm silica nanochannels [322], for KCl, NaCl,2270

and HCl confined in 2 nm glass nanochannels [323], for2271

NaCl confined in silicon nitride nanopores between 2.12272

and 26 nm in diameter [324], for KCl confined in cylin-2273

drical boron nitride nanotubes with diameters in the2274

range 15–40 nm [325], and for KCl confined in silicon2275

nitrides pores in the range 1–3.2 nm [326]. In the meso-2276

porous system, that is, those with pore size between2277

2 nm and 50 nm, the saturation conductivity of the elec-2278

trolytes increases when the pore size decreases.2279

The saturation conductivity in dilute confined elec-2280

trolytes is a consequence of the increasing contribu-2281

tion of the surface conductivity in comparison with the2282

bulk conductivity. The Dukhin length, defined as the2283

ratio between the surface concentration and the salt2284

concentration outside the pore or channel, σ /c, is a2285

key parameter, since conductivity saturation will occur2286

as the channel width or pore diameter is smaller than2287

the Dukhin length [327]. The surface conductivity that2288

predominates in the low concentration regime depends2289

inversely on the size of the confinement [327], which2290

explains the results above mentioned.2291

Ma et al. [324] observed that, contrary to the common2292

expectation, ion mobility is reduced with respect to2293

bulk behavior at high electrolyte concentrations. This2294

behavior is due to the combined effects of the low mobil-2295

ity of surface bound ions and enhanced pairing and col-2296

lisions between partially dehydrated ions of opposite2297

charges. The study concludes that the ion mobility in2298

nanopore/channels continuously decreases as the elec- 2299

trolyte concentration increases. 2300

What are the main features of ionic transport 2301

through nanopores with sizes < 2 nm (micropores accord- 2302

ing to the IUPAC nomenclature)?, particularly sub- 2303

nanometer pores with diameters approaching the hydra- 2304

tion size of the ions. Although this subject has been 2305

addressed mainly through molecular simulation, some 2306

recent experimental studies have shed some light on the 2307

mechanics involved. 2308

Esfandiar et al. [328] fabricated atomically flat 2309

angstrom-scale slits, with dimensions approaching the 2310

size of small ions and water molecules, by separat- 2311

ing two graphite, boron nitride or MoS2 crystals with 2312

either a bilayer of graphene or a monolayer of MoS2. 2313

The assembly was kept together by vdW forces, and 2314

the resulting channels had a height of ∼ 7 Å, given 2315

by the vdW thicknesses of the separators, compara- 2316

ble to the diameter of aquaporins. The results for KCl 2317

conductivity were similar to that observed for chan- 2318

nels with higher heights; that is, saturation is reached 2319

at low salt concentration. The saturation conductivity 2320

increases in the order MoS2 >BN > graphene, follow- 2321

ing the decreasing order of surface charge. The authors 2322

also analyzed the conductivity of various chlorides and 2323

observed that their conductivity decreases monotoni- 2324

cally with the hydration diameter of the cation, follow- 2325

ing the order K+ > Na+ > Li+ > Ca2+ > Mg2+ > 2326

Fe3+ > Al3+. The fact that there is no abrupt steric 2327

exclusion when the hydrated cation is larger than the 2328

slits height implies that the ions are able to partially 2329

shred or flatten their hydration shells. Indeed, the 2330

reduction of the cation mobility scales with the hydra- 2331

tion energy, and they decrease by a factor 10 from K+
2332

to Al3+. Contrarily, the mobility of the Cl− is almost 2333

constant for all the salts and it is three times smaller 2334

that in bulk solutions, as a consequence of the presence 2335

of OH− groups on the surface of the hydrated anion, 2336

which interacts stronger than cations of the same size 2337

(as K+ ions) with the graphene and boron nitride walls 2338

[328]. Similar results regarding the reduction of mobil- 2339

ity of cations in sub-nm pores were reported recently 2340

by Rigo et al. [329] in fabricated nanopores ranging in 2341

diameter from 0.28 to 1.0 nm, sputtered through a thin 2342

(7–12 nm) silicon nitride membrane. 2343

Ionic transport in CNT of molecular dimensions is 2344

dominated by the peculiar dynamics properties of water 2345

when confined in such media, as discussed in Sect. 5.3. 2346

Water confined in hydrophobic nanopores of diameter 2347

similar to its molecular size demonstrates slip-flow at 2348

the walls, reduced viscosity and increased proton trans- 2349

port rates. Thus, Noy et al. [330] have shown that 2350

0.8-nm-diameter carbon nanotube porins, which pro- 2351

mote the formation of one-dimensional water wires, 2352

can support proton transport rates exceeding those of 2353

bulk water by an order of magnitude. However, in nan- 2354

otube porins 1.5 nm in diameter, proton transport rates 2355

become comparable to bulk water. Interestingly the 2356

proton transport rates in these narrow nanotube pores 2357

also exceed those of biological channels and Nafion, 2358

which opens the application as proton conducting mem- 2359
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branes for PEM fuel cells. It is worth to note that Nafion2360

nanofibers 400 nm in diameter obtained by electrospin-2361

ning exhibits proton superconduction due to the align-2362

ment of the cylindrical micelles formed by the polyelec-2363

trolyte chains having a central core of water of around2364

2 nm in diameter [331]. In this case the nanoconfine-2365

ment is highly polar but it also seems to promote the2366

Grotthuss mechanism of proton conduction.2367

Lindsay et al. [332] have shown that ion current2368

through single-walled CNT (SWCNT) 1.7 nm in diam-2369

eter is about two orders of magnitude larger than pre-2370

dicted from the bulk resistivity of the electrolyte. The2371

vast majority of the current is carried by electroosmosis,2372

with only a small contribution from the electrophoretic2373

and diffusion currents. The very large electroosmotic2374

current arises from the nearly frictionless flow of water2375

inside the SWCNTs. The system displays stable p-type2376

ionic transistor characteristics, showing that the charge2377

carriers are cations when a KCl electrolyte is used. Ion2378

transport is turned off by the application of a positive2379

gate bias, indicative of a negative charge on the chan-2380

nel. The magnitude of the excess current and its con-2381

trol by a gate electrode are correctly predicted by the2382

Poisson–Nernst–Planck–Stokes equations.2383

In summary, the experimental approach for under-2384

standing the ionic transport through nanopores driven2385

by concentration or electrical potential gradients have2386

shed some light on the main features governing such2387

processes.2388

However, further studies are needed to elucidate2389

their fundamental aspects, particularly in aqueous elec-2390

trolytes confined in pores with size below 2 nm. This2391

type of extreme confinement is accompanied by unusual2392

physical behavior such as the breakdown of electroneu-2393

trality, which has been reported for electrolytes con-2394

fined in 0.9 nm carbon nanopores using NMR tech-2395

niques [333].2396

7 Aqueous solutions of ionic liquids under2397

nanoconfinement2398

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are molten2399

salts that combine organic cations—such as alkyl-2400

substituted imidazolium, pyridinium, or phosphonium2401

groups—and organic or inorganic anions ranging from2402

simple ionic species (e.g., Cl−, Br−) up to more bulky2403

and hydrophobic moieties, like BF−
4 or PF−

6 . Compared2404

to classical organic solvents, these liquids exhibit sev-2405

eral appealing physicochemical properties that make2406

them suitable to host reactive processes in an “environ-2407

mentally friendly” fashion. The list includes: low melt-2408

ing point, low volatility and flammability, high chem-2409

ical and thermal stability, and high polarity, to cite a2410

few relevant characteristics. The incorporation of water2411

to ionic liquids leads to a wide variety of new phases2412

determined, to a large extent, by the range of misci-2413

bility of each particular salt. In the vast majority of2414

cases, the miscibility is controlled by the correspond-2415

ing anion [334]. From a microscopic perspective, the 2416

structure of these ionic phases is far from being simple 2417

[334–340]. In many cases, the amphiphilic nature of the 2418

cationic species leads to spatial heterogeneities at the 2419

mesoscopic level involving clustering [341–343] and self- 2420

organization phenomena [344–349]. Aqueous solutions 2421

of ILs present a series of practical applications in a vari- 2422

ety of areas such as extraction processes in analytical 2423

chemistry [350,351], synthetic routes [352], and cooling 2424

cycles [353]. 2425

The combination of an inorganic porous material 2426

filled with a ionic liquid solution gave rise to a novel 2427

class of hybrid materials, often called ionogels, with 2428

promising applications. The development of such mate- 2429

rials is technologically challenging because the proper- 2430

ties of the ILs are modified upon confinement [354,355]. 2431

The presence of a macroscopic solid–liquid or gas– 2432

liquid interface brings more complexities in the micro- 2433

scopic scenario. Most notable are those associated with 2434

local concentration fluctuations [356–359] and enhance- 2435

ment of orientational correlations involving different 2436

molecular groups at the vicinity of the interfaces [360– 2437

362]. Significant changes in the structural and physical 2438

properties of RTILs confined into nanoporous matri- 2439

ces have been reported, which could strongly affect the 2440

behavior of devices employing ionogels. In particular, 2441

RTILs in strong confinement conditions can undergo a 2442

liquid to solid-like transition, which may dramatically 2443

affect their physical properties like the ionic mobility 2444

[363,364], the viscosity, and the electrical properties, 2445

and may give rise to interesting catalytic applications 2446

[365–367]. The incorporation of a liquid into a solid host 2447

material generally reduces the overall liquid mobility, 2448

resulting in smaller diffusion and lower ionic conductiv- 2449

ity [368,369]. Therefore, new strategies must be evalu- 2450

ated in order to minimize those drawbacks. The main 2451

scientific challenge in this area consists in the develop- 2452

ment of new materials that are able to maintain a high 2453

conductivity when the ionic liquid is confined. Techno- 2454

logical applications would require, in addition, the sta- 2455

bility of the system properties under high temperatures 2456

and pressures, such as in the case of fuel cells [370]. 2457

It is also of interest to examine how the resulting 2458

structures of these binary solutions can be even fur- 2459

ther modified when they are confined within pores or 2460

slits [371,372] with nanometric linear dimensions. For 2461

example, using a combination of differential scanning 2462

calorimetry and spectroscopic measurements, Singh 2463

et al. [373] detected changes in phase equilibria of 2464

imidazolium-based ionic liquids confined in a silica 2465

gel matrix with nanometric dimensions. In addition, 2466

Coasne et al. [374] have examined the structure and 2467

dynamics of RTILs, tightly bound to the walls of silica 2468

pores at different filling conditions. Iacob and collabora- 2469

tors have reported results from dielectric spectroscopy 2470

and magnetic resonance experiments that reveal up to 2471

tenfold reductions in the diffusion coefficients of ionic 2472

liquids in oxidized nanoporous silica membranes [375]. 2473

Yet, the information about microscopic characteristics 2474

of confined water/RTIL solutions is still very scarce. 2475

A large body of studies have reported slower dynam- 2476
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ics of ionic liquids confined within nanocavities or sil-2477

ica slabs [376]. In contrast, theoretical methods have2478

also predicted the opposite trend, i.e., a faster dynam-2479

ics of ionic liquids in nanocavities. Namely, Shi and2480

Sorescu [377] have investigated the sorption of CO22481

and H2 into a ionic liquid confined within carbon nan-2482

otubes. Their predictions show self-diffusion coefficients2483

that are about 1–2 orders of magnitude larger for the2484

trapped ionic liquid than for the corresponding bulk2485

phases. Experimental evidence of dynamical enhance-2486

ments upon confinement has also been reported. An2487

increment in the diffusivities by more than two orders2488

of magnitude has been measured by Iacob et al. [378]2489

using spectroscopic techniques in ionic liquids con-2490

tained in nanoporous membranes. Neutron scattering2491

experiments performed by Chathoth et al. [379] have2492

shown that ionic liquids confined in mesoporous car-2493

bon have diffusion coefficients that are comparatively2494

larger in the confined state. Similar diffusion enhance-2495

ments have been measured when the ionic liquids are2496

confined in carbon nanotubes [380,381]. Besides, taking2497

into account the specific molecular details of the confin-2498

ing cavity, the increment of ionic mobility in confined2499

phases is attributed to changes in ion packing due to2500

the reduction of the density of the trapped liquid in2501

the pore. In the absence of strong ionic liquid/surface2502

wall interactions, the dynamics seems to be controlled2503

not only by thermal but also by density fluctuations.2504

A complete review of computational studies on RTILs2505

under confinement within graphene and carbon nan-2506

otubes has been recently published by Foroutan et al.2507

[382].2508

In the following we review the main results obtained2509

by a series of molecular dynamics simulations involv-2510

ing aqueous solutions of imidazolium-based ILs con-2511

fined within cylindrical silica pores with radius ranging2512

around to 1–3 nm [368,383]. In a previous work, aque-2513

ous NaCl solutions have been examined within similar2514

pores [384]. Although the two systems could be cast2515

within the same conceptual framework, the latter sim-2516

ulation results revealed that the structural and dynam-2517

ical features of the confined RTIL solutions differ from2518

those observed in simpler aqueous electrolytes at a qual-2519

itative level. The case of a pure RTIL confined within2520

functionalized silica cavities is also discussed for com-2521

pleteness [383].2522

7.1 Equilibrium solvation structures2523

The density fields of the ionic aqueous solutions of2524

BMIM Cl and BMIM BF4 along the axial direction of2525

the silica hydrophobic cavity are displayed in Fig. 16.2526

The profiles revealed a 10–20% reduction of the water2527

content inside the pore compared to bulk results,2528

whereas a clear enhancement of salt concentrations was2529

observed, more marked in the case of BMIM BF4. We2530

remark that these features contrast sharply with the2531

ones observed for confined aqueous solutions of NaCl,2532

where the global salt concentrations within hydropho-2533

Fig. 16 Normalized density fields along the z-axis for
aqueous solutions of b [BMIM]+[Cl]− with Cblk

IL1 = 0.87 M
and c [BMIM]+[BF4]

− with Cblk
IL2 = 0.78 M, obtained from

a restricted sampling along a central cylindrical volume of
radius R. The vertical shading region denotes the pore loca-
tion. Typical snapshots from different views of the model
system, comprising the central pore and lateral bulk reser-
voirs are shown on top (a). For clarity purposes, water
molecules have been removed. Adapted with permission
from Ref. [368]. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Soci-
ety

bic pores were found to be smaller than the values 2534

observed in the bulk [384]. 2535

Results for the density distributions along the radial 2536

direction are displayed in Fig. 17 for the different 2537

species. In line with what we have found in the results 2538

for the density distributions along the axial direction, 2539

for both RTILs the most prominent fluctuations are 2540

those observed for the cationic [BMIM]+ species, which 2541

remain tightly adsorbed to the wall of the hydropho- 2542

bic pores. At shorter radii, the profiles exhibit an 2543

inner region practically deprived of [BMIM]+ cations, 2544

whereas at the central region, the local concentrations 2545

attain practically bulk values. Regarding the density 2546

distribution of anionic moieties, distinctive features are 2547

observed: while Cl− exhibits adjacent segregated states 2548

from [BMIM]+ cations, the more hydrophobic [BF4]
−

2549

anions are compatible with partially overlapped-wall 2550

solvation structures. These structural differences might 2551

be relevant to the mechanisms that control molecu- 2552
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Fig. 17 Normalized radial density fields for different
species of confined RTILs within hydrophobic pores of
radius R = 12.5 Å. Adapted with permission from Ref. [368].
Copyright 2012 American Chemical society

lar mobilities, leading to modifications in the transport2553

properties of the confined liquids.2554

The analysis of the orientational correlations showed2555

than in both RTILs, wall-solvation states are charac-2556

terized by cations with their ring planes parallel to the2557

solid interface.2558

Singh et al. investigated the ionic liquid BMIM PF62559

confined within multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWC-2560

NTs) of size in the range 2–3 nm, by means of molecular2561

dynamics simulations [385]. In agreement with previous2562

works, they have also found significant layering in the2563

mass density profiles of the cations and anions in the2564

radial direction; with the cations close to the pore walls2565

having their imidazolium ring parallel to the surface.2566

Regions of high and low density were observed in both2567

the radial and the axial directions upon reduction in2568

the pore loading.2569

In summary, the structural features of RTILs and2570

aqueous solutions confined within pores of nanomet-2571

ric dimensions analyzed in this section suggest that2572

the presence of a hydrophobic, solid-like interface pro-2573

motes enhancements of the local densities of bulky2574

ionic groups at its close vicinity. More specifically,2575

the results revealed a preferential wall adsorption of2576

[BMIM]+ cationic groups and a somewhat more attenu-2577

ated propensity for [BF4]
− anionic species. To preserve2578

electroneutrality, the excess of the positive charge at2579

the interface goes hand in hand with local increments2580

of the concentrations of the corresponding counterions.2581

As a result, these modifications lead to overall concen-2582

trations of the ionic species that are between 2 and 32583

times larger than the ones in bulk regions.2584

7.2 Dynamical analysis: transport properties 2585

7.2.1 Diffusion 2586

The dynamical analysis is often performed in terms of 2587

the computation of self-diffusion coefficients, via the 2588

mean-square displacements and the Einstein classical 2589

equation. Figure 18 shows typical features of the mean 2590

square displacements of the different species in aque- 2591

ous RTIL confined solutions. In the case of the sim- 2592

ple NaCl electrolyte aqueous solution confined within 2593

hydrophobic silica pores of dimensions ∼ 2–3 nm, the 2594

diffusion coefficients of the ionic species exhibited a 2595

10% drop compared to bulk values, whereas within 2596

hydrophilic pores—in which unsaturated O-sites at the 2597

silica walls were transformed into polar Si–OH groups— 2598

a 50% reduction was observed [408]. In the case of RTIL 2599

aqueous solutions confined within hydrophobic silica 2600

pores, a drop of similar magnitude in the diffusion coef- 2601

ficients of water and [Cl]− was observed [368]. 2602

Modifications in the transport of bulkier and more 2603

hydrophobic ions are much more dramatic: upon con- 2604

finement, the diffusion coefficient of [BF4]
− drops a fac- 2605

tor of ∼ 7–8, whereas the ones for [BMIM]+ get reduced 2606

by up to a factor of ∼ 20. We remark that these modifi- 2607

cations in the transport correlate reasonably well with 2608

the magnitude of the structural modifications operated 2609

in the local density fields described in the previous sec- 2610

tion. More interestingly, these effects seem to be also 2611

controlled, to some extent, by the presence of nearby 2612

bulkier anions which—as in the case of heavier [BF4]
−

2613

groups—may reinforce the retardation effects imposed 2614

by the presence of a nearby static, solid interface. 2615

The analysis of diffusion of a pure RTIL, such as 2616

the aprotic 1-methyl-3-hexylimidazolium bis-(trifluoro- 2617

methanesulfonyl)imide (C6C1ImTFSI), revealed an over- 2618

all retardation in the average diffusive motions of 2619

cations and anions in both hydrophobic and hydrophilic 2620

silica pores, compared to their mobility in the bulk 2621

phase [383]. In going from a fully filled pore to the low- 2622

est simulated loading in hydrophilic systems, the dif- 2623

fusion coefficients exhibited a reduction of one order 2624

of magnitude. In contrast, in hydrophobic pores, the 2625

silanization of the silica walls significantly reduced the 2626

magnitude of the retardations, and the diffusion coeffi- 2627

cients were roughly independent of the filling fraction, 2628

resulting close to the bulk value. From a local perspec- 2629

tive, the diffusion exhibited a sharp drop of one order of 2630

magnitude near the pore walls in hydrophilic cavities, 2631

compared to that at the center of the pore, because 2632

of hydrogen bonding between the IL and the interfa- 2633

cial SiOH groups, whereas in hydrophobic cavities this 2634

effect was less marked because of weaker liquid/wall 2635

surface interactions. 2636

Ori and collaborators have investigated the proper- 2637

ties of 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium bis (trifluoromethyl- 2638

sulfonyl)imide RTIL confined within a different geom- 2639

etry by MD simulations [386,387]. They modeled a 2640

porous chalcogenide by assembling two GeS2 flat sur- 2641

faces separated by a distance H. Hydrogenated GeS2 2642

surfaces have also been examined. Their findings share 2643
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Fig. 18 Mean square displacements, R2, for different
species of confined RTILs solutions within pores of radius
R = 12.5 Å. Individual diffusion coefficients were computed
from the limiting slopes of the mean square displacement
(MSD), i.e., D = limt→∞(R2(t)/2t) The dashed lines cor-
respond to asymptotic linear plots, with slope one. The
MSDs of the confined ions remain in the sublinear temporal
regime over time spans unusually long for standard liquid
phases. Given the characteristics of the wall-solvation states
already described, the sublinear temporal regime might
reflect the presence of mechanisms akin to highly correlated
“single-file-diffusion” motions, in which surpassing episodes
between different particles are severely hindered. Adapted
with permission from Ref. [368]. Copyright 2012 American
Chemical Society

many features with those confined in more conventional2644

matrices (silica, carbon, etc.): such similarities are likely2645

to be inherent to confinement and surface interaction2646

effects. Owing to their different roughness and charge2647

surface properties with respect to silica, GeS2 surfaces2648

affect the properties of the confined IL to a lesser extent.2649

Likewise, they observed that the hydrogenation of the2650

GeS2 surface affects both the structural and dynamical2651

properties of the confined RTIL, due to the stronger2652

interaction of the IL anion with the hydrogen atoms of2653

chalcogenide surfaces.2654

The diffusion coefficients computed by Singh et al. for 2655

the BMIM PF6 ionic liquid inside MWCNTs were much 2656

smaller than in the bulk phase; being the cations rela- 2657

tively faster than the anions [385]. In a very recent work, 2658

Lahrar et al. investigated the structure and dynamics 2659

of BMIM PF6 confined within complex porous carbons, 2660

by classical MD simulations [388]. They performed a 2661

systematic study of the effects of ion and pore size 2662

variations on liquid properties. They found larger dif- 2663

fusion coefficients with larger anion size and, surpris- 2664

ingly, with the quantity of adsorbed ions. Both find- 2665

ings were interpreted by the authors in terms of con- 2666

finement, suggesting that when the in-pore population 2667

increases, additional ions are located in less-confined 2668

sites and diffuse faster. Simulations in which the pores 2669

were enlarged while keeping the topology constant sup- 2670

ported the above observations. 2671

7.2.2 Ionic conductivity 2672

Within the Green–Kubo linear response formulation 2673

[389], ionic conductivities, σ, can be calculated in 2674

terms of the time correlation function of the micro- 2675

scopic charge current. Equivalently, that relation can be 2676

transformed—via parts integration and invoking time 2677

symmetry—into the Einstein–Helfand relation [390– 2678

393], obtaining a generalized mean square charge dis- 2679

placement correlation function. This function contains 2680

a collective quantity that includes not only single- 2681

particle contributions (σNE, the so-called Nernst– 2682

Einstein component) but also distinct contributions: 2683

σ = σNE(1 +∆). As such, its calculation is likely to 2684

be subjected to larger errors compared to the case of 2685

single-particle properties. Usually, ∆ is a negative quan- 2686

tity; in other words, the incorporation of correlations 2687

between different particles leads to an overall reduction 2688

in the electrical conductivity. While this feature holds 2689

for pure RTILs [388,393–395] and for aqueous solutions 2690

as well, the simulation results revealed that this char- 2691

acteristic is not satisfied in confined solutions [368]. 2692

In the case of the aqueous solutions of RTILs, whereas 2693

the confinement leads to a lower conductivity than in 2694

the bulk for BMIM BF4, a greater conductivity was 2695

found for BMIM Cl. This was unexpected and the 2696

physical interpretation of these changes is not always 2697

straightforward. We remark that such positive devia- 2698

tions have also been reported in molten salts compris- 2699

ing noble metal halides [396–399]. In principle, a deli- 2700

cate balance between the increment in the number of 2701

charge carriers within the pores and the observed mobil- 2702

ity retardations could be invoked. Still, the simple con- 2703

sideration of the differences in the spatial correlations of 2704

the different species within the pore may provide some 2705

clues. However, a more detailed analysis of the contri- 2706

butions to ∆ must be considered. Indeed, as a collec- 2707

tive quantity, it contains cross-dynamical correlations 2708

between distinct molecules, which could be determined 2709

by the characteristics of the different ionic densities 2710

within the pores As a plausible argument to account for 2711

the conductivity increment, it is likely that the segre- 2712
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gation of [Cl]− and [BMIM]+ groups in adjacent, con-2713

centrical shells with boundaries perpendicular to the2714

z-direction could reinforce cooperative effects between2715

the equally charged ions.2716

In contrast, in BMIM BF4 solutions, the spatial over-2717

lap between the cation/anion radial density distribu-2718

tions would indicate a larger extent of cancellations,2719

leading to a smaller value of ∆. Incidentally, similar2720

connections between segregation and transport within2721

nanocavities have been established in a computational2722

study of cross fluxes of mixtures of protic–aprotic sol-2723

vents [400].2724

Ori et al. [387], computed the ionic conductivity2725

of the RTIL confined in amorphous porous chalco-2726

genides; they found that the conductivity remains close2727

to its bulk counterpart and is almost insensitive to2728

pore size and surface chemistry. Oppositely, the ionic2729

conductivity measured in cylindrical silica hydrophilic2730

pores resulted ∼ 50 % lower than in the bulk phase—2731

and dropped down to 50 times smaller than bulk at2732

the smallest loading–, whereas within the functional-2733

ized hydrophobic pores, the conductivity resulted 30%2734

larger than in hydrophilic cavities and showed weak2735

dependence on loading [383]. These features, namely, a2736

strong dependence of the conductivity on the pore fill-2737

ing fraction in hydrophilic cavities and a much weaker2738

dependence in functionalized pores have been also2739

observed in the experimental study of Garaga et al.2740

[401].2741

To conclude, we remark that the localization of a siz-2742

able fraction of the ionic species at interfacial regions2743

within the pore brings down the diffusion coefficients2744

of the trapped species by a factor of ≈ 0.5 for the2745

fastest Cl− ions. For bulkier groups such as [BMIM]+2746

and [BF4]
−, the drop may go down by practically 22747

orders of magnitude. A detailed interpretation of the2748

changes observed in the electrical conductivity in terms2749

of microscopic features is not straightforward, because,2750

as a collective property, it involves the interplay of cross2751

correlations between like and unlike species involv-2752

ing bulk-like and surface-adsorbed molecules of well-2753

differentiated dynamics.2754

In summary, the examples and systems reviewed in2755

this article shed light on the structural and dynamical2756

features of ionic liquids and aqueous solutions confined2757

within pores of nanometric dimensions. The density2758

fields associated to the ionic species revealed a prefer-2759

ential wall adsorption of these groups, leading to incre-2760

ments of the ionic liquid concentrations within the pores2761

that are between 2–3 times the bulk ones. These mod-2762

ifications resulted more marked in solutions containing2763

more hydrophobic anionic species.2764

Concerning transport properties, the segregation of2765

the ionic species toward the pore wall promotes a sharp2766

drop in the individual ionic diffusion coefficients. Non-2767

uniform trends in the variations of the electrical conduc-2768

tivity were found; this phenomenon seems to be a result2769

of a complex interplay of, at least, three main compet-2770

ing effects: (i) the retardations of the diffusive motions;2771

(ii) the variations in the concentrations of charge car-2772

riers within the pore; and (iii) cross-dynamical correla-2773

tions, which would be largely determined by the char- 2774

acteristics of the detailed local densities. 2775

8 Hydrophobicity, nanoconfinement and 2776

the context-dependent nature of molecular 2777

interactions 2778

Biological organization processes, as well as many self- 2779

assembly processes in material science, imply the asso- 2780

ciation of complex surfaces that attract each other by 2781

means of non-covalent interactions taking place within 2782

an aqueous nanoconfined environment. This is the case, 2783

for instance, of the drying transition that triggers the 2784

hydrophobic collapse in protein folding. Descriptions 2785

borrowed from the bulk could prove themselves mis- 2786

leading for this intrinsically nanoscale scenario, since 2787

the particular nanoconfinement conditions might affect 2788

the local hydrophobicity and modulate (possibly non- 2789

additively) the non-covalent interactions. The study 2790

of simple model systems is thus relevant not only to 2791

try to isolate the different ingredients at work within 2792

this complex picture but also to rationalize their possi- 2793

ble mutual interplay under controllable settings. Thus, 2794

beyond their inherently basic interest, investigations on 2795

these lines would help to identify generalizable princi- 2796

ples toward a picture of nanoconfined water and a the- 2797

ory of hydrophobicity at the nanoscale, while simulta- 2798

neously aiming at detecting design elements of general 2799

validity for rational design in applied fields of great rel- 2800

evance. 2801

Within this context, we shall hereby review the rela- 2802

tionship between local hydrophobicity and non-covalent 2803

interactions in a couple of simple illustrative situations. 2804

We shall first focus on the self-assembly of graphene and 2805

graphene-based materials to show that, while usually 2806

regarded as hydrophobic, these systems in fact exhibit 2807

a rather hydrophilic behavior due to their dense atomic 2808

network that adds up the effect of several weak carbon- 2809

water van der Waals interactions [402,403]. This exam- 2810

ple illustrates the fact that the notions of “apolar” and 2811

“hydrophobic” should not be necessarily taken as syn- 2812

onyms. Then, we shall study how the local hydropho- 2813

bicity affects electrostatic interactions operating under 2814

nanoconfined water environments, a situation of rele- 2815

vance, for instance, for certain protein–protein asso- 2816

ciation processes. We shall focus on pairs of parallel 2817

flat surfaces with attractive electrostatic interactions 2818

by employing model systems functionalized with differ- 2819

ent charged, hydrophobic, and hydrophilic groups [404]. 2820

Such studies demonstrate that, by increasing the local 2821

dehydration propensity, a hydrophobic local environ- 2822

ment is able to strengthen the electrostatic attraction 2823

in a non-additive way, thus fostering the self-assembly 2824

process. 2825
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8.1 Hydrophilic behavior of graphene and2826

graphene-based materials2827

The comprehension of the behavior of water at inter-2828

faces and under nanoconfinement is central for a wide2829

range of scientific fields, particularly for biological sys-2830

tems like proteins and lipids membranes [405–411].2831

Under such conditions, water is known to usually dis-2832

play a behavior quite different from the bulk. For exam-2833

ple, it presents a subdiffusive behavior at short times2834

even at room temperature, a slow dynamics reminis-2835

cent of glassy systems [409,412–423]. In particular, the2836

hydrophobic effect is central for protein folding and2837

binding and also plays a major role in contexts of mate-2838

rials self-assembly within aqueous environments. The2839

hydrophobic collapse initiates when a pair of formerly2840

hydrated surfaces undergo a dehydration process upon2841

approaching each other. Indeed, below a critical sepa-2842

ration water might become thermodynamically unsta-2843

ble, thus inducing a drying or de-wetting transition2844

that promotes the self-assembly process [405–408]. In2845

fact, a current successful paradigm of protein bind-2846

ing [424–433] implies that ligand association involves2847

the replacement of easily removable (labile) hydration2848

water from the binding region. Binding sites, thus,2849

exhibit an enhanced dehydration propensity (high local2850

hydrophobicity) that favors drying upon ligand bind-2851

ing.2852

It is usual to speak of hydrophobic and apolar as2853

synonyms, but a word of caution is in order on this2854

matter. For instance, apolar systems like graphene and2855

graphene-based structures like graphite, carbon nan-2856

otubes and fullerenes are usually regarded as paradigms2857

of hydrophobic materials while they are actually far2858

from being so [402,403,434–439]. It is well known2859

that water penetrates carbon nanotubes of very small2860

radius [417,439] (much smaller than the thinnest tun-2861

nel that gets filled in certain model hydrophobic mate-2862

rials [417]). Inside such carbon nanotubes, the water2863

molecules loss significant hydrogen bond coordination.2864

It is evident that the water-wall attractions should2865

provide certain compensation. But the carbon-oxygen2866

van der Waals interactions are weak. This conundrum2867

is solved when we consider that graphitic-like struc-2868

tures have a high density of carbon atoms and, thus,2869

a water molecule interacts simultaneously with sev-2870

eral carbon atoms. Thus, even when the constituent2871

atoms are apolar, a local high-density context is able2872

to drastically reduce the local hydrophobicity. In fact,2873

further artificial weakening of the Lennard–Jones inter-2874

actions between C and O in molecular dynamics simula-2875

tions make thin carbon nanotubes to desorb [417,439].2876

Such a hydrophilic behavior of graphene has also been2877

recently corroborated experimentally [434]. Specifically,2878

water contact angle measurements over clean graphene-2879

based surfaces yielded a rather hydrophilic value, indi-2880

cating that the hydrophobic-like data reported in pre-2881

vious studies would in fact result from contamina-2882

tion by hydrocarbon adsorption from the air [434].2883

The self-assembly properties of graphene sheets have2884

also been compared with that of pairs of alkane-like2885

self-assembled monolayers (SAM, employed as a con- 2886

trol) by means of potential of mean force calculations 2887

[404]. Even when the final equilibrium state is indeed 2888

the collapse of the sheets, molecular dynamics studies 2889

demonstrated that parallel graphene sheets present a 2890

strong tendency to remain fully hydrated for moder- 2891

ately long times and, thus, they are less prone to self- 2892

assembly than the SAM surfaces which readily undergo 2893

a hydrophobic collapse [404]. In turn, potential of mean 2894

force calculations indeed made evident that the solvent 2895

exerts a repulsive contribution on the self-assembly of 2896

graphene surfaces, as can be learnt from Fig. 19a [404]. 2897

This result makes evident the attraction of hydration 2898

water by the graphene surfaces, being thus difficult to 2899

remove and implying a manifest hydrophilic behavior. 2900

To make this observation more quantitative, one 2901

should employ a hydrophobicity measure. Among the 2902

parameters that have been employed to quantify local 2903

hydrophobicity, a useful approach has been the study of 2904

local water density fluctuations. In fact, water abhors 2905

vacuum thus promoting hydration of both polar and 2906

apolar surfaces, and displaying typical density profiles 2907

with layered structure. However, it has been shown that 2908

water density fluctuations are significantly enhanced 2909

at hydrophobic surfaces. Thus, hydrophobic systems 2910

present a higher vacating probability and thus a lower 2911

free energy of cavity creation at small volume [440,441]. 2912

This kind of study has thus been employed on 2913

graphene surfaces [403,404]. Figure 20 displays the 2914

probability distributions for observing N water 2915

molecules within a small observation sphere of radius 2916

3.3 Angstroms (similar to the volume of a methane 2917

molecule) placed over different surfaces: a hydrophilic 2918

SAM (functionalized with OH), a hydrophobic SAM 2919

(functionalized with CH3), a graphene sheet and a 2920

graphene sheet where the C–O interactions (graphene– 2921

water interactions) have been weakened roughly to one 2922

half of their value in the simulations. We can observe 2923

that the graphene sheet displays a hydrophilic behavior 2924

since its water vacating probability (P(N=0)) is very 2925

low, comparable to that of the hydrophilic SAM. By 2926

lowering the water–graphene LJ attraction interactions, 2927

the graphene surface is made more hydrophobic, thus 2928

making evident the relevance of the mildly attractive 2929

water–carbon interactions. 2930

Hence, again we find that it is not the strength of 2931

the C–O interaction that rules the local hydrophobicity 2932

but the local context (carbon network) within which 2933

the hydration takes place. Since the carbon density on 2934

the graphene sheet is high, a hydrating water molecule 2935

interacts simultaneously with many C atoms being thus 2936

difficult to remove. As already indicated, the degree of 2937

hydrophobicity of a surface is not only dependent on 2938

the polarity of its constituent units. 2939

8.2 Electrostatic interactions within aqueous 2940

nanoconfined environments 2941

To evidence the role of the local nanoconfined envi- 2942

ronment in modulating electrostatic interactions, sim- 2943
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Fig. 19 Potential of mean force (PMF) as a function of the
separation between a two graphene sheets and b two self-
assembled monolayers. In both figures, full lines correspond
to the PMF calculated in TIP3P water while dashed lines
correspond to the PMF obtained in vacuum

Fig. 20 Probability distributions for observing N water
molecules within a small spherical observation volume of
radius 3.3 A (similar to a methane molecule) tangent to the
different surfaces studied

Fig. 21 Potential of mean force in water (TIP3P) for the
different simulated systems with charged group in the cen-
ter of each surface (NH+

3 in one of them and CO−
2 in the

other), as a function of the plate distance (the distances
are measured between the positions of the charged groups
of both plates): S1 for parallel surfaces with polar groups
(−NH2) environment; S2 for parallel surfaces, one with apo-
lar groups (−CH3) environment and the other with polar
groups (−NH2) environment and S3 for parallel surfaces
with apolar groups (−CH3) environment

ple model systems were studied. The self-assembly of 2944

pairs of diamond-like carbon structures with function- 2945

alized faces were built. This implied the inclusion of a 2946

functional group of given polarity (NH2, polar, or CH3, 2947

apolar) on each surface site, which we shall call from 2948

now on as “environment,” and a charged group in the 2949

center of each surface (NH+
3 in one of them and CO−

2 2950

in the other). 2951

In Fig. 21 [404] we show the potential of mean force 2952

(PMF) for the cases when both parallel surfaces include 2953

polar groups, when one of them has apolar groups and 2954

the other one has polar groups, and a third case when 2955

both of them have apolar groups. Since the PMF in vac- 2956

uum are extremely similar for all cases, the differences 2957

in the attraction of the two surfaces are mostly due to 2958

the effect of water [404]. From Fig. 21 we can learn that 2959

as the degree of hydrophobicity of the environment is 2960

increased (from hydrophilic to hydrophobic), the self- 2961

assembly energy grows, thus making evident the fact 2962

that the local hydrophobicity enhances the attraction. 2963

In turn, in Fig. 22 [404] we subtract from the PMF 2964

curves of Fig. 21, the PMF curves of the corresponding 2965

non-charged relatives (when the central charged func- 2966

tional groups are replaced by a group of the correspond- 2967

ing non-charged environment). The large differences 2968

displayed by such Figure make evident the significant 2969

modulation that a hydrophobic environment exerts on 2970

the electrostatic interactions. 2971

In turn, a study of the local distribution of water 2972

molecules for the above-mentioned charged plates at 2973

short plate separation [404], has shown that a hydropho- 2974

bic environment triggers the dehydration of the charged 2975

central group thus favoring the self-assembly process. 2976
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Fig. 22 Arithmetic difference between the PMFs obtained
for the charged and neutral systems in TIP3P water: S1 for
parallel surfaces with polar groups (−NH2) environment;
S2 for parallel surfaces, one with apolar groups (−CH3)
environment and the other one with polar groups (−NH2)
environment and S3 for parallel surfaces with apolar groups
(−CH3) environment

On the contrary, a hydrophilic environment promotes a2977

tight local hydration around the charged central group.2978

Finally, it is interesting to note the effect of positional2979

differences in identical composition systems. A study of2980

a system of parallel (electrostatically attractive) plates2981

each with a charged group within a hydrophobic envi-2982

ronment shows that as the charged groups are moved2983

from the center toward the border of the plates, the2984

PMF becomes less attractive since the charges are being2985

increasingly exposed to the solvent and, thus, their local2986

environment gets less hydrophobic [404].2987

Taken together, the previous results show that2988

increase in the local hydrophobic properties of a surface2989

exacerbates, in a non-additive manner, charge inter-2990

actions that occur within nanoconfinement. When the2991

local dehydration propensity increases, the electrostatic2992

interaction strengthens and the drying process is facil-2993

itated, thus promoting the self-assembly process. This2994

means that a proper combination of charged groups and2995

a local hydrophobic environment could provide a use-2996

ful expedient for binding strategies, as, for example, in2997

shaping protein binding sites.2998

In summary, the examples described in this sec-2999

tion show that a simple extrapolations of concepts3000

derived in bulk contexts might be misleading when3001

trying to rationalize nanoconfined situations wherein3002

the mutual interplay between local hydrophobicity and3003

non-covalent interactions is usually not trivial. This fact3004

is not only relevant from a basic perspective but might3005

also be crucial in applied contexts where a rational3006

design is demanded.3007

9 Theoretical insights into polymer-coated 3008

nanopores in aqueous solution 3009

Nanopores widely exist in biological systems as they 3010

connect functional compartments that culture different 3011

biomolecule profiles and physiochemical environments. 3012

From aquaporin [442], ion channels [443], to the nuclear 3013

pore complex (NPC) [444], nanopores regulate many 3014

biological functions such as the conduction of water, 3015

the generation of action potentials, and the storage of 3016

genetic material. Biological nanopores are made of pro- 3017

teins that can stabilize a void structure of membranes 3018

and undergo structural changes in response to a wide 3019

assortment of stimuli. Although the densities of biolog- 3020

ical nanopores are highly variable across different cell 3021

types and regulated by biological signals, their dimen- 3022

sions and shapes are of good consistency to fulfill their 3023

functions as selective transporters. Many diseases such 3024

as neurological disorder and cancer are associated with 3025

nanopore dysfunction and mutation of related genes 3026

[445]. Through these functional gates in biology, we can 3027

gain a deeper understanding of life and pathological 3028

processes. 3029

While biological nanopores are still under intensive 3030

study, man-made nanopores and porous materials have 3031

emerged as promising solutions to challenging problems 3032

such as water purification [446–448], biosensing [449– 3033

454], nanofluidic logic gating [455–457], and energy con- 3034

version [458–461]. Advanced fabrication and etching 3035

techniques have been developed to address the size and 3036

shape control of artificial nanochannels [462–464]. Sur- 3037

face modification of solid-state nanopores with coating 3038

materials such as polyelectrolytes [466–469], polypep- 3039

tides [470–472], oligonucleotides [473–475], and lipid 3040

layers [476,477] has further realized the separation of 3041

pore synthesis and its functionalization, which allows 3042

for more design freedom for specific applications [478]. 3043

Nevertheless, this vast repository of coating materi- 3044

als also poses new challenges to the design of arti- 3045

ficial nanopores, as the traditional bottom-up design 3046

from the synthesis variable to the targeted function via 3047

experimental trial-and-error will be impractically slow 3048

and expensive. Facing such challenge, engineers have 3049

turned to biological systems to seek inspiration. Many 3050

biomimetic nanopores with advanced functions have 3051

been developed during the last two decades [479–481]. 3052

For example, inspiration from biological ion channels 3053

has led to the development of crown ether embedded 3054

[482] or attached [483] nanopores that selectively trans- 3055

port monovalent ions. Solid-state nanochannel with pH 3056

responsive polyelectrolytes at its two ends has been 3057

built as an artificial analogue to biological ion pumps 3058

[484]. Inspired by glucose-sensitive channels, artificial 3059

chiral gating has been realized by introducing host– 3060

guest systems that can recognize the chirality of glucose 3061

[485]. With superior mechanical and thermal stability 3062

than their biotic analogues, these biomimetic nanopores 3063

can work at unphysiological conditions to meet the 3064

demand of broad applications. 3065
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Besides learning from nature on nanopore design3066

strategies, it is also useful to understand the fundamen-3067

tal physics and chemistry of aqueous solutions under3068

nanoconfinement for optimization principles. Knowl-3069

edge of molecular and ionic transport at the nanoscale3070

is not only of vital importance in life and physical sci-3071

ences, but it also holds the key to the development of3072

artificial nanopores beyond mimicking nature. When3073

the confinement reaches nanoscale, which is typical in3074

nanopores and nanofluidic systems, the behavior of liq-3075

uids can be exotic as they start to deviate from that3076

in bulk solution. For instance, the boundary condi-3077

tion can have strong impacts on the diffusion of sol-3078

vent molecules and the friction of their flow [486–490].3079

The hydrogen bond network of water is disturbed under3080

extreme confinement such as inside carbon nanotubes,3081

which can lead to fast transport [491,492]. For charged3082

molecules confined by a nanopore, electrostatic inter-3083

actions are very strong when the size of the pore is3084

narrowed down to the Debye length. A surface-charged3085

nanopore with radius comparable to the Debye length3086

can result in a “unipolar solution,” which is domi-3087

nated by ions that carry the opposite charge to that3088

of the pore surface [321,493]. When the nanopore is3089

coated by macromolecules or polymers of similar size3090

to the pore dimension, the coating molecules will expe-3091

rience strong curvature effect as their conformational3092

freedom is topologically constrained by the concave3093

surface [494,495]. Solvent effect is yet another factor3094

that adds to the complexity of the coating morphology3095

inside nanopores. Within the confined geometry, chang-3096

ing the quality of solvent can give rise to richer phase3097

behaviors of polymers than those in unconfined condi-3098

tions [496–498]. For example, coating polymers grafted3099

to the inner surface of a nanopore in poor solvents3100

can either collapse to the center or the wall of pore3101

dependent on the ratio between the polymer length3102

and the pore radius. Apart from these physical argu-3103

ments, nanoconfinement could also create local envi-3104

ronment with apparent equilibrium constants of chem-3105

ical reactions that are shifted from the bulk values3106

[466,496]. These reactions include chemical-base equi-3107

librium, redox reaction, ligand–acceptor binding, and3108

so on. It is worth noting that chemical equilibria are3109

often strongly coupled to physical interactions at the3110

high crowding level inside polymer-coated nanopores,3111

giving rise to unique molecular behaviors that can reg-3112

ulate the gating response to external stimuli.3113

The gating properties of polymer-coated nanopores3114

as well as the underlying molecular mechanisms have3115

attracted extensive theoretical research efforts. From3116

scaling arguments [499–501] to mean field theories3117

[496,497,502–509] to computational simulations [498,3118

510–512], different modeling methods have offered rich3119

insights into this growing field. In this paper, we briefly3120

review the modeling works in recent years, with a focus3121

on those based on a molecular theory methodology. The3122

molecular theory is a theoretical framework developed3123

in our group over the last two decades, which has been3124

widely used to study confined and end-tethered poly-3125

mers in a broad spectrum of solvent conditions and3126

surface curvatures [495,496,513–516]. By inputting a 3127

large set of molecular conformations of the coating poly- 3128

mers generated from self-avoiding rotational isomet- 3129

ric state model [517], Monte Carlo (MC), or molec- 3130

ular dynamics (MD) simulations, the theory explic- 3131

itly considers the coupling between molecular organi- 3132

zation, physical interactions, and chemical equilibria. 3133

As a density functional theory, it readily outputs the 3134

free energy and other thermodynamic properties of the 3135

system, which could be non-trivial to obtain from MD 3136

simulations. Unlike conventional mean field methods, 3137

molecular theory accounts for more molecular details 3138

of the confined polymers and is comfortable of han- 3139

dling heteropolymers with complex sequences of dis- 3140

tinct monomers. Herein, we review theoretical insights 3141

on the effects of solvent, charge, and polymer sequence 3142

on the gating behaviors of coating polymers in both 3143

artificial and biological nanopores. We discuss the inter- 3144

play between these effects in confined geometry and 3145

how to use the theoretical understanding to optimize 3146

nanopore-controlled transport. 3147

9.1 Structural phases and chemical equilibria of 3148

homopolymers in nanopores 3149

Homopolymers comprised of identical monomers are 3150

the most common polymeric materials for nanopore 3151

functionalization. Homopolymers with end-to-end length 3152

on the same order of magnitude with or larger than the 3153

characteristic lengths of the nanopore (i.e., the pore 3154

diameter and length) are expected to be strong gat- 3155

ing agencies of the system. Note that nanopores whose 3156

lengths are larger than their diameters are often called 3157

nanochannels, but in this paper we will stick to the 3158

term “nanopore” for simplicity. The morphology of 3159

homopolymer has been theoretically shown to be sensi- 3160

tive to its grafting position of the pore [497]. Changing 3161

the grafting point from the middle of inner pore surface 3162

to the pore exits and further to the outer surface of the 3163

pore can change the orientation and spatial distribu- 3164

tion of the free end of the polymer. Scaling arguments 3165

have depicted qualitative phase diagrams for neutral 3166

homopolymers grafted to the inner surface of nanopore, 3167

as a function of the pore width and the grafting density 3168

of the polymers [499]. Such analyses have been applied 3169

to both the good and poor solvent conditions, which 3170

leads to the prediction that under certain coating con- 3171

ditions the nanopore can be switched between open 3172

and closed states by changing the solvent quality [501]. 3173

Guided by these predictions, MD simulations have been 3174

carried out to demonstrate that morphology switching 3175

process of neutral homopolymer can be triggered by 3176

co-nonsolvent [501]. 3177

Morphological change of end-tethered polyelectrolytes 3178

is often associated with ionic gating, which can be con- 3179

trolled by pH or multivalent bridging ions of oppo- 3180

site charges [496,506]. However, it should be stressed 3181

that the acid–base equilibrium of weak polyelectrolytes, 3182

when immobilized to surfaces, can behave very differ- 3183

ently from those of mobile ones in bulk solution [515]. 3184
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This phenomenon has been studied by different theo-3185

retical methods including scaling theory [518,519], self-3186

consistent field approaches [520,521], MC simulation3187

[522], and systematically investigated by molecular the-3188

ory for different surface curvatures [496,514,515,523].3189

The shift of acid–base equilibrium can be even more3190

significant, when the end-tethered polyelectrolytes are3191

confined in nanopores. Moreover, such shift of chemical3192

reactions is not uniform within the nanopore but depen-3193

dent on the location of the chemicals. Therefore, the3194

reactions can be thought to have varying local reaction3195

constants throughout the confined space. Nanopores3196

coated with polyelectrolytes can serve as ionic gates3197

whose conductivity can be turned on and off by the3198

proton concentration in surrounding environment. One3199

example is a long nanopore coated by poly(4-vinyl3200

pyridine) (P4VP) brushes as schematically shown in3201

Fig. 23A, which has been constructed by Yameen et3202

al. in experiment [466]. Molecular theory study [496]3203

shows that the acid–base equilibrium of P4VP is shifted3204

with the apparent pKa being 3.7, which is significantly3205

lower than the bulk value of 5.2. As shown in Fig. 23B,3206

this shifted reaction equilibrium is predicted to cause3207

a different pH dependence of conductivity than that is3208

expected based on the bulk pKa value. The theoreti-3209

cal prediction from molecular theory is in good agree-3210

ment with the experimental observation of pH depen-3211

dent conductivity [496].3212

The ideal solution approximation of chemical reac-3213

tions in general does not apply in nanopores. Besides3214

acid–base equilibrium, another example is ligand–3215

receptor binding under nanoconfinement [524]. In this3216

case, the binding curve has been predicted to span3217

more than 10 orders of magnitude in bulk protein con-3218

centration as shown in Fig. 23C. The width of the3219

transition regime is much larger than those that are3220

predicted by the commonly used Langmuir isotherm,3221

regardless of the choice of dissociation constant [524].3222

This unexpected behavior suggests that the concept3223

of dissociation constant does not necessarily hold in3224

nanoconfined environment as the apparent constant3225

itself would depend on the protein concentration as3226

shown in Fig. 23D. This means a different language3227

is needed to describe the ligand–receptor binding pic-3228

ture inside nanopores. Since proteins bound to the coat-3229

ing ligands can change the ionic conductivity of the3230

nanopore, understanding such nanoconfined binding is3231

useful for the design of nanopore-based biosensors.3232

9.2 Sequence design of stimuli-responsive3233

copolymers3234

Nanopores coated with stimuli-responsive layers are3235

promising elements in nanofluidic circuits. For the3236

integration of multiple stimuli responses into a single3237

nanopore, one strategy is to use copolymers made of dis-3238

tinct monomers. This approach is becoming more prac-3239

tical as the copolymer synthesis technology advances.3240

Surface-attached copolymer brushes can be achieved3241

by using either “grafting from” or “grafting to” meth-3242

Fig. 23 Shifted equilibria of chemical reactions in
polymer-coated nanopores. a Schematic representation of
the polyelectrolyte brush modified long nanopore. The inner
surface of the pore is modified with end-tethered chains of
poly(4-vinyl pyridine). b Comparison between experiment
and molecular theory on the pH-dependent conductivity.
Reprinted with permission from Ref. [496]. c Molecular the-
ory prediction of average fraction of bound ligands inside
a nanopore as a function of the molar concentration of the
proteins in bulk solution (solid blue line), in comparison
with the predictions of the Langmuir isotherm for different
values of the dissociation constant (black dashed lines). d
Apparent dissociation constant as a function of the pore
radius and the molar concentration of the proteins in bulk
solution. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [524]. Copy-
right 2015 American Chemical Society
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ods [525]. It is even possible to control the chemi-3243

cal sequence of the target copolymer at the resolution3244

of single monomer [526]. Ananth et al. have recently3245

synthesized artificial unfolded proteins with designed3246

amino-acid sequences and attached them to the surface3247

of a solid-state nanopore [527]. DNA origami scaffold3248

has been developed to further enable position control3249

of protein grafting within nanoconfinement [463,465].3250

With these fast-growing experimental tools, sequence-3251

designed polymer coating could become a new frontier3252

of artificial nanopores.3253

Theoretical designs of copolymer-coated nanopores3254

have been attempted in the last decade. Cheng and3255

Cao reported a MD simulation of triblock copolymer3256

with the design of one hydrophilic charged block being3257

flanked by two hydrophobic neutral blocks [498]. Such3258

copolymer design leads to a temperature-responsive3259

gating mechanism, in which the nanopore adapts a3260

collapse-to-the-center morphology at low temperature,3261

and a collapse-to-the-wall morphology at high temper-3262

ature. The center phase requires the charged polymer3263

block to stretch out against an entropic penalty. This3264

penalty is, however, too large at high temperature for3265

the center phase to be thermodynamically stable.3266

A molecular theory study [505] of responsive copoly-3267

mer gate has been done for a short nanopore as3268

schematically illustrated in Fig. 24A. The sequence3269

of the copolymer is shown in Fig. 24B. The copoly-3270

mer gate is designed to have two blocks with dif-3271

ferent charge and hydrophobicity. The first block is3272

neutral and hydrophobic, while the second block con-3273

tains alternating neutral and ionizable monomers. (One3274

copolymer gate employs only one kind of ionizable3275

monomers, either acidic or basic.) The second block3276

is attached to wall and responsive to the proton con-3277

centration of the solution since the hydrophobicity3278

of ionizable monomers is pH-dependent. The com-3279

petition between hydrophobic attraction and electro-3280

static repulsion shapes the gating structure of the3281

nanopore. When the hydrophobic attraction dominates,3282

the copolymer will collapse to the wall of the nanopore.3283

With enough electrostatic repulsion, the end-tethered3284

block will stretch out to enable the neutral block to3285

collapse into the pore center. Taking into considera-3286

tion of the coupling between physical interactions and3287

chemical reactions, molecular theory predicts a phase3288

diagram of the copolymer-coated nanopore (Fig. 24C),3289

which shows that besides pH, salt concentration can3290

also strongly impact the gating of the copolymer. This3291

unexpected result highlights the dual rule of salts in3292

screening the electrostatic interactions and shifting the3293

acid–base equilibrium. The transition between wall and3294

center phases is rather abrupt as shown in Fig. 24D,3295

which could happen in a wide range of pH (marked3296

gray in Fig. 24E) but most likely when the free energy3297

matches between the two states. The ionization frac-3298

tion of the copolymer can experience a discontinuous3299

change at the transition pH, which can be used for3300

logic gating of ions (Fig. 24F). The above examples3301

of theoretical nanopore design demonstrate the poten-3302

tial of sequence-controlled polymers as multifunctional 3303

nanofluidic gates. 3304

9.3 Theoretical understanding of the nuclear pore 3305

complex 3306

As the largest biological nanopore and the sole intra- 3307

cellular channel in eukaryotic cells, the nuclear pore 3308

complex (NPC) controls the biomass transport in and 3309

out of the cell nucleus in a highly selective yet effi- 3310

cient way 3. The overall architecture of the NPC is a 3311

“hairy” pore [528] as schematically depicted in Fig. 25a. 3312

Unlike most of the transmembrane protein channels 3313

whose gating relies on the conformational change of 3314

folded proteins, the NPC uses hundreds of intrinsically 3315

disordered proteins (IDPs) as its gatekeeper. These 3316

IDPs are called FG-nucleoproteins (FG-Nups) as they 3317

contain many hydrophobic phenylalanine–glycine (FG) 3318

repeats separated by hydrophilic spacers. More than 10 3319

kinds of FG-Nups form a selective permeability barrier, 3320

which transports water, ions, and macromolecular car- 3321

goes with nuclear import/export signals (short amino- 3322

acid sequences) while blocking unrecognized macro- 3323

molecules. 3324

Karyopherins (Kaps) that can bind to the FG repeats 3325

through hydrophobic interactions serve as transport 3326

agents for large cargoes and shuttle between the nucleus 3327

and cytoplasm. Given the unfolded and flexible nature 3328

of the FG-Nups, the NPC is essentially a copolymer- 3329

coated nanopore with the sequences of the copolymers 3330

optimized by biological evolution. Therefore, struc- 3331

tural knowledge of the NPC is not only of funda- 3332

mental importance in biology, but also valuable in 3333

guiding the rational design of copolymer-coated arti- 3334

ficial nanochannels. However, despite the experimental 3335

progress in understanding the scaffold structure of the 3336

NPC [529,530], the functional structure of the perme- 3337

ability barrier still remains elusive and debated by dif- 3338

ferent hypotheses [531,532]. The small size of the pore, 3339

fast dynamics of the FG-Nups, together with the aque- 3340

ous working environment poses a great challenge for the 3341

experimental resolution of the molecular gate. Modeling 3342

and simulation efforts are especially crucial to elucidate 3343

the gating structure and reconcile conflicting views. 3344

Various theoretical methodologies have been applied 3345

to study the yeast NPC, using different levels of coarse- 3346

graining to deal with the molecular complexity of 3347

the system [503,508,510–512,516,533,534]. In classical 3348

mean field treatments, the FG-Nups are modeled as 3349

homopolymers with each monomer representing one or 3350

several amino acids. The electrostatic, van der Waals, 3351

and hydrophobic interactions between amino acids are 3352

absorbed into a χ parameter that describes the over- 3353

all cohesiveness between the coarse-grained monomers. 3354

With such simplification, mean field theory provides an 3355

efficient tool to investigate the structural behavior of 3356

FG-Nups under different in vitro conditions. For exam- 3357

ple, mean field theory has been applied to describe the 3358

phase separation of FG-Nups in solution [489], as well 3359
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Fig. 24 Design of
copolymer for smart
(stimuli-responsive)
nanopore. a Schematic
representation of the
copolymer grafted short
nanopore. b Sequence
design of the copolymer.
The copolymer contains in
total 70 monomers, which
can be classified into two
groups according to their
ionizability. The ionizable
ones are hydrophilic as
they get charged, and
hydrophobic when they are
neutral. c Phase diagram
of the nanopore. d
Switching between center
and wall phases at the
transition pH. e
Free-energy difference
between the two phases
and the metastable regime.
f Ionization fraction of
both phases within the
metastable regime.
Reprinted with the
permission from Ref. [505].
Copyright 2017 American
Chemical Society
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Fig. 25 Molecular theory of the yeast NPC. a Schematic
representation of the NPC. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. [522]. b Stoichiometry and amino-acid sequences of the
FG-Nups. c Coarse-grained scaffold structure and anchor
positions of the FG-Nups. d Spatial distributions of FG
groups. e Spatial distribution of FG-Nups. f Electric poten-

tial and charge distribution throughout the NPC. All the
color maps for amino acid concentrations are in the units of
mM. The color map for electric potential is in the units of
mV. Reprinted with permission from Ref. [508], Copyright
2020 American Chemical Society
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as how Kaps affect the structure of FG-Nup brushes3360

attached to surfaces of varying curvatures [503,536].3361

MD simulations of the FG-Nups fall into two cat-3362

egories: all-atom and coarse-grained. Considering the3363

size of the NPC, all-atom simulations are so far lim-3364

ited to single or several FG-Nups, often of the same3365

type such as Nsp1. Even with the full atomistic details,3366

results from different simulations are not necessarily3367

consistent with each other due to the differences in the3368

chosen force fields, parameterizations, and the treat-3369

ment of water. Nevertheless, all-atom simulations have3370

provided rich molecular insights on the conformations3371

of FG-Nups and their binding with the Kaps. Gamini3372

et al. performed all-atom MD simulation with implicit3373

water to predict that FG-Nups form a network of pro-3374

tein bundles [537]. The bundles typically consist of3375

2–6 proteins and are interlinked by single FG-Nups.3376

On the other hand, all-atom simulations with explicit3377

water suggest that FG-Nups are highly flexible and3378

unstructured, even in the presence of multivalent Kaps3379

[538]. Nevertheless, the physical extension of FG-Nups3380

is found to be sensitive to the choice of force field for the3381

explicit water [539]. Coarse-grained simulations have3382

been conducted to study either a subset of FG-Nups3383

under nanoconfinement or the whole NPC. By compar-3384

ing to reference systems integrated with mutated FG-3385

Nups, coarse-grained simulations results highlight the3386

importance of charge and sequence effects in the struc-3387

turing of the permeability barrier [533]. The whole NPC3388

simulation by Ghavami et al. showed that the native3389

FG-Nups assume a donut-like morphology [512], which3390

is consistent with the peripheral passageway of Imp β3391

observed in single-molecule florescence experiment but3392

cannot explain the central transporter revealed by elec-3393

tron microscopy [540].3394

Recent experiments showed that certain hydrophilic3395

spacers are more cohesive than others [541], suggest-3396

ing the molecular interactions are more complicated3397

than previously thought. These cohesive spacers are3398

distributed in subdomains on the sequences of FG-3399

Nups, as shown in Fig. 25B. Recent experiments have3400

also updated the anchor (Fig. 25C) and stoichiome-3401

try information [530,542] of the FG-Nups, which are3402

key players in determining the gating structure of the3403

biological nanopore. Taking these new experimental3404

data into consideration, a structural model of NPC3405

has been developed within the framework of molecu-3406

lar theory [508]. The model predicts a mosaic distri-3407

bution of different FG groups in space as shown in3408

Fig. 25D, suggesting different Kaps can take distinct3409

transport pathways. The overall structure of the per-3410

meability barrier is a composite of condensates and3411

low-density zones orchestrated by FG-Nups of different3412

cohesiveness (Fig. 25E). Last but not least, Fig. 25F3413

shows that the self-built electric potential throughout3414

the NPC is highly polarized, although most of the3415

opposite charges have similar spatial distributions with3416

the net charge being relatively homogeneous in space.3417

Together, these theoretical insights depict a gating pic-3418

ture in which the fast yet selective transport through3419

the NPC is enabled by multiple routing mechanisms3420

including FG, entropic, and electrostatic steering. The 3421

sequence–structure–function relation of the FG-Nups 3422

can be a great source of bioinspiration for the ratio- 3423

nal design of programmable nanopores functionalized 3424

by sequence-controlled copolymers. 3425

To summarize, in this section we reviewed recent the- 3426

ories and models of polymer-coated nanopores in aque- 3427

ous solution, with a special focus on the insights from 3428

molecular theory. Polymer-coated nanopores are poten- 3429

tial solutions for biomedical, energy, and environmental 3430

problems, and also great model systems to study the 3431

molecular organization and transport at the nanoscale. 3432

The theoretical results reviewed here showcase the 3433

complexity of the coupling between different physical 3434

interactions and chemical reactions inside nanopores. 3435

Even for simple homopolymers, the topological con- 3436

straints and spatial confinement can lead to consider- 3437

able shift of reaction constants or new equilibria that 3438

cannot be described by classical theories. Going from 3439

homopolymer to copolymer coating materials opens 3440

broad avenues to design and engineer the gating proper- 3441

ties of synthetic nanopores. Multiple stimuli responses 3442

can be integrated into a single nanopore with copoly- 3443

mer functionalization. We used the NPC as biological 3444

example to show how sequence optimized biopolymers 3445

arrange themselves into an intricate transporter of pro- 3446

tein cargoes. These biological insights can be used to 3447

improve artificial nanofiltration toward higher selectiv- 3448

ity and efficiency. 3449

Given the richness of the topic, we have limited the 3450

review to thermodynamic equilibrium conditions. It is 3451

worth noting that external fields such as pressure and 3452

biased voltage can drive the system out of equilibrium. 3453

When the driving force is strong, the large molecu- 3454

lar flux will deform the coating polymer, which will in 3455

return impact the transport. Understanding this cou- 3456

pling between coating morphology and molecular trans- 3457

port at non-equilibrium conditions is a theoretical chal- 3458

lenge of practical importance. 3459

Another phenomenon that is often associated with 3460

nanopores is symmetry breaking which allows for direc- 3461

tional control of the confined transport. For example, 3462

solid-state nanopores with asymmetric shape such as 3463

conical nanopores can serve as ionic current rectifier. 3464

Although in this review we mostly focused on sym- 3465

metric nanopores (the NPC is the only asymmet- 3466

ric one), it merits a note that polymer coating pro- 3467

vides an additional dimension for symmetry breaking 3468

in nanopores. Symmetric nanopores can acquire diode- 3469

like properties by surface modification of polymers in an 3470

asymmetric manner. Theoretical efforts are needed to 3471

understand the asymmetric transport under nanocon- 3472

finement and to guide the design of symmetry-broken 3473

nanopores. 3474

10 General conclusions 3475

In this work, we reviewed recent work on the struc- 3476

ture, thermodynamics, and dynamics of water and 3477
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aqueous systems confined in nanopores both of syn-3478

thetic and biological origin. First, we showed that main3479

questions on the thermodynamics of confined solutions3480

are still open. For instance, while certain thermody-3481

namic aspects of nanoconfined aqueous solutions are3482

captured by Gibbs–Thompson equation and its exten-3483

sions (for example, the melting temperature depres-3484

sion as a function of pore size and concentration),3485

the current description of the glass transition is still3486

incomplete since it lacks a proper consideration both3487

of system–pore interactions and of possible nanoseg-3488

regation effects. We also focused on the effect of con-3489

finement on water reactivity and on its dissociation3490

constant by considering both size effects (confinement)3491

and interfacial interactions, showing their mutual inter-3492

play and also exploring the spatial lengths at which3493

each of them become prominent. The interplay between3494

thermodynamics and dynamics for supercooled water3495

within hydrophilic nanopores was also reviewed from3496

results of computer simulations in order to elucidate3497

the molecular determinants of water anomalies. Addi-3498

tionally, we reviewed the diffusion of water through3499

small nanopores, with emphasis on superflow proper-3500

ties, a matter of great current applied interest. Within3501

this context, we showed that computational studies pro-3502

vide relevant clues, but further experimental verifica-3503

tions are still required. The transport properties of ionic3504

aqueous solutions were also reviewed with an eye on3505

their impact on electrochemical systems of energy stor-3506

age and conversion and also for water remediation. In3507

turn, the structure and diffusion of nanoconfined aque-3508

ous solutions of ionic liquids were also reviewed tak-3509

ing into account the role of hydrophobic effects both3510

on the structure and transport properties of the liq-3511

uid. More generally, we also considered the interplay3512

between local hydrophobicity and non-covalent interac-3513

tions in model nanoconfined aqueous systems to show3514

that simple extrapolations of ideas from bulk contexts3515

might be misleading if the modulation effect induced3516

by the local context is not taken into account, a fact3517

that suggests design concepts that might be relevant3518

for materials science and for biological systems. Finally,3519

we also reviewed polymer-coated nanopores in aque-3520

ous solution evidencing the complexity of the coupling3521

between different physical interactions and chemical3522

reactions inside the nanopores which can lead, even in3523

the simplest cases, to considerable shifts in the reac-3524

tion constants of the chemical reaction taking place3525

within them or the emergence of new equilibria. We also3526

reviewed transport properties of these systems in rela-3527

tion to biological contexts of great interest. The way3528

in which bioinspiration can guide advanced nanopore3529

development and, in turn, how these models help to3530

unravel main underpinnings of complex biological pro-3531

cesses was also illustrated.6 3532
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